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FOREWORD

The uork descztbed in this report was authorized under contr&ct number
N60921-76-R-AIL8, Urban Building Characteristics. Th•e work was conducted
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first, Urban Buildinq Characterist.is, was published as Naval Surface Weapons
Center Technical Re|Krt 3711, available fr om DLX" (AD-8021610).

This report has been reviewed and approved by L. E. Wicks, Program Manager,
Systems Engineering Branchi D. A. Wilson, Head, Systems Engineering Branchl and
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1. 0 EXECU;TfIVE SUMMARY

Thiis work, Characteristics of U:ban Terrain, expands upon findings dis-
played in a Ipre.vious sutdy (Urban Iuiluing Characteristics, Ellefsen, 1977)
coaq,leted for tI-e Naval Surface Weapon-s -Center,-DWhfgrren-, Virginia. Results

reported here are far more detailed in every respcct. For instance, exact
figures are given for such building z sctetistics as thicknesses for exterior
wails and interior partitions of varyi.,g typesi the previous study provided
data within ranges. Data reported earlier were subjected to intensive analysis
and are presented here in expanded form, both graphic and tabular. Broad, new
conceptual notions concerning the environmental setting for buildings were

explored, measured, analyzed, and presented in a variety of graphic ways.
Findings which have potentially very high value for consideration of conduct-
ing military operations in urban areas are presented.

Two principal subjects are eximined. The first concerns urban buildings
and in subdivided into the two sections oa (1) architectural charactetisties,
and (2) characteristics of walls. The second major section treats various
forms of areal patterns such as building pla-ement, street widths, lines-of-
sight, and olpen spaces.

1.1 SALMARY OF REStILT$v

Key findings are described under the chapter headings used in the report.
Graphs and tables provided in the text provide specific data.

SAr,:niterturaj/Structural Characteristics of Buildings

Well demonntrated thzouuhout the report is the binding relationship which
exists brtween a building's architectural/structural form and the arrangement
of its interior. Equtpped with a knowledge of a building's type of construc-
tion, its function, and its outside aplp-irance, it is possible to predict the
nature of its interior with a high levil of reliability. Numerous 3 iagrams
illustrate theoretical sizes and arrangements of roocs, hallways, end service.
modules. These are supported by data from measured, reported real cases.
Average sizes of rooms, per function, add further evidence.

in a similar vein, generalited findings are presented on the nature of
building venting. Based on projections on building construction characteris-
tics and function, it is also possible to establish principles concerning
size, shape, and patterns of a building's windows and doors. Diagrans illu-
strate the situation, and ancillary data from measurements lend support.

1.1.2 Characteristics of Building Walls

A major early concern among military planners examining the nature of

urban terrain has been the constructional type and thickness of building walls.

"#I 1
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The possible need to breach walls (or to use them in a defensive posture)
has required data on their nature. These are provided in the study for build-
ings of all of the subtypes of the two mMjor classes of frameless and framed.
For example, thicknessti of brick walls (for structures of varying heights)
are givan. as are data on several types of cladding for framed buildings.

1.1.3 Urban Spatial Patterns

The fair portion of a city's area which is not built upon has a high poten-
tial military significance for it is the area important in circulation, ground
and air traffic, and supply and deployment. The chapter identifies these
areas, describes thej.r nature, measures them, and places them in a military con-
text. Key attention is paid to line-of-sight characteristics both along and
across streets and across open spaces. Data ate provided, such as the figure
(taken from measurements in 1. international study cities) that nearly two-
thirds of all streets have widths ranging from 15 to 25 m.

Important difterences in line-ot-sight distanees occur, however, within
the city. Diagrams illustrate the ty|- ; of situations which occur in resi-
dential areas of various type -cvmtrz, ial-industrial districts, and newly
built outor-city units.

Special emphasis was given to a te8t case, Bremen, FRG. Measuremento were
made of along-thc-stieet linem-of-uight resulting in a general mean of 162 m
(for the older section of the city). For the same area, the across-the-street
line-of-sight distirnce was 17.4 m.

Lines-of-sikjtht distance data we-re used to address the problem of thc suit-
ability of employin, shoulder-carried assault wapxxs. F.xtreme narrowness of
some of the strei'ts entertains the risk that there are areas in some cities
where weapon usage of certain types mty be precluded. Some variations occur,
however, at corners and street intersections. Drawings indicate the nature
if the situation.

An attempt to develop useful methodology to apply to large numbers of
cities was made by providing data on the ratio between surface space on the
street to building floor space. Theoretically, the higher the proportion of
flOOL space to street, the greater the degree of difficulty to potential vali-
tary operations. Bremei, and Casablanca are measured test cases.

Another co'sikderation of non-built-upon area was presented regarding the
nature and pattern of open spaces within a city. Quite remarkably, for the 16
cities stuid.d, ope-. spaces near the center of a city demonstrate a high level
of universalxty. Mean sizes and mean distances apart vary but little. Knowl-
edge of this phenomenon could be useful to military planning.

Yet another example of spatial patterns in the city is expressed in the
investigation of the nature of the periphery. For two test cases, Bremen and
San Jose, Costa Pica, (representing two varied approaches to the problem of
urban expansion), ii was seen t~at there are measurable dimensions to the con-
tiguously built-up part of the city and to urban exclaves in the surrounding

2
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countryside. Urban exclaveu can be considered as fortification redoubts and

would probably play a key role in defense of a city's perimeter. Intervening
open Spaces can be consid. re, to be a series of "Moats" open fields-of-fir,)
which would have to be cronsed by an advancing force. Knowledge of the nature
of these phonomena, such as the types of buildings present. their density, and

an evaluation of their r.sietance, could be potentially very useful.

1. 1 CONCLUSIONS

After full examination and analysis of the data gathered. the following
conclusions were reached:

a. Characteristics of buildings and their settings have potentially high
value to the ponsiblu nneds (if military activity in urban terrain.

b. Universals among cities are more important than local differences.

Cities ot a given size are similar despite the general nature of the country
in which they are located.

c. building characteristics are strongly tied to the form of comtruction
and to the intended function, and these vary but little from place to place,

d. The baeic classification system (e•mployed in the earlier study) is
sound and should Lwe 41,pliedl in any further use.

e, The interior characteristics of a building may be predicted by observ-
ing nalieont features of the exterior.

f. Buildings fac,'no street corners freq%aently have a c~haracter which may
be of considerable ia.ortanc' to tactics planners.

g. A definite order ,-xists in wall thicknesses and construction form for
walls of various types regardless of where located.

h. The nature of u:ladling in franw-d buildings, although generally light
in stiength and resista•-ce, could Le more important than formerly t-onsidered.

i. it is now possible to forecast the total amount of wall breaching

which might be necessary in a given sector of a city.

j. The interior partitions of buildings are fairly universal in character
and their potential role in intrabuildin, military operations can be known.

k. A definite order exists in the pattern of non-built-upon space within
the city.

1. Average lines-of-sight are related specifically to certain types of

buildings and to certain functional zones.
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m. Little difference occurs from place to place (one large city to another

large city) in the world zegardless of the nature of the countries.

n. Pitterns of urban develolmint at the edge of the city do vary region-

ally and are in accordance with natioral policies and cultural differences.

Military planning needs to takin note of thes, and to study regional variation.

1. 3 RECL#WENDAT IONS

Analysis of the findings has led to the development of several recommenda-

tions. They are:

a. Pull assessment should be made of just wh'•re and how much breaching of

walls might possibly be r,-quired. Application of data from the study (plus

methodology developed) would allow the making of much an evaluation.

b'. Building settings, relative to the wall breaching, should be considered

to determine th- type of weapon and tactic which would be required.

c. The documented universality of (pen spaces should be brought fully into
the planning procoss as it bears ,,pon t ansportation, tactics, and logistics.

d. An Andex which relates •truvt area to floor space should be developed

for a number of cities and situat.ons.

e. A ref-ne•cnt shaould IM dihv&loiAed which eiupiuyu Lim variables oi declin-

ing militaty "sage with increasing building height and the fortifiability of a

structure.

f. Further consideration should be 9 iven to the possible implications

of street intersections and corner building configurations.

9. All of the tylles of walls idehLified in the study should be simulated

and used in test firings or weapons. This includes varying weapons and both

walls and partitions.

h. Consideration should be given to developing a match between type of

target and weapon and warhead to be used.

i. Consideration should be given to cladding (both liqht and heavy) which

is applied to framed buildirgs. Some of the heavy cladding could cause more

difficulty than had previously been supposod and should be tested. Angles at
which concrete cladding is placed (some of which reaches 20 cm in thickness)

on exturiors of modern buildings could also present a problem.

J. Building vonting (windows and doors) should be simulated and used in
test firing at various angles and distances to determine their potential as

targets and what bearing they have ipon weapon sighting.

4.



k. Attention should also be given in a testing sltuation to the charac-
ter of building interior partitions. Some are possibly more resistant than

previously thought. Another need is to relate them to possible tactical

situationts.

1. The cones-of-fire basod on given minimum arming distances, lines-of-

eight, and angles of obliquity need to be considered in a testing situation.

m. The findings should then be furthet related to the exEpected locations
where they might bo firud to determine relationships of adjacent rooms t(.A

the back-blant problem.

n. All thw component spatial featurv.s of a city should be considered in

tactics planninrj for advance upon (or defense of) a city. "Redoubts" and

"Moats" sho.uld be oxamined further for additional c• SOS.

o. Tr4a:Ling &zeat, either models or simulated full size, should consider

the findings 'of the study to aid in duign and planning.

15



2.0 INTRODUCTI0N

This study is the second in a series. The first was Urban Building

Characteristics (Mllefoon, 1977) which appeared as a published research report

written for the Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, Virginia. The study

prover.ted lertinont data on building chara,:teristics and their settings for

16 selected intt'rnatiozal cities. Data were derived in part from published

sources in arch..tectute and structural engineering and in part from observations

made in the iield. That study nvrved several suosequent purposes for various

rembers of the comunity interested iai military operations in built-up areas

(IIOBM)'. It also resulted in the flagging of several aroas of interest requir-

ing further study anl procurment of &dditional data. All of these and more

wvre invCetigated in this study.

The nettxii employed we, to direct the research to pointed questions con-

ceining the thre" topics of (1) buil,ling architectural characteristics, (2) wall

confiquiattons and drmenunons, and (3) spatlal -atterns of urban phenomena.

All wtre examdned, masured, analyzed, and related to specific matters of mili-

tary concern. In the course of study, many new items of data were found and

used in addition to the use, further manipulation, and analysis of data from

the crigin-il study. A high level of do-tail was ongphasized throughout. In

exanplea of real cIt.1,', precisa- measurtnents wore made of such features as

street widths. horizontal lirne-of-sight. and will thicknesses. Detailed

pukL-hshed engitie.irng sour ces w're souqht and used.

In th, cou:se of seatking to provide specific answers to tasks specified in

tht"e contract. ,%everal serendipitous results surfaced. These, in turn, led to

sco~w new thinkir-g about the nature of the city as a potential site for military

operations. !et against interrsts indicAted by users at meetings of the Mili-

tary Opetrtions Research society and elsewhere, several ideas wre generated

concerning innovative ways to examine the urban environment to attempt to

learn vtre about its characteristic's relative to military needs.

Thus, there results from this si.udy a particular set of data designed to

answer specific contract requirements plus material which could be useful in

helping to answer a variety of questions raised in the MOBA oomeunity. Some

of the conclusions concerning these latter items are tentative, suggesting yet

further investigation.

Some of these questions relate to urban buildings as potential targets,

some to the nature of the environment in which these buildings are located,

and soei to the broad r spatial patterns of whole Petropolitan areas. A few

examples will serve to illustrate. It is postulated, for exa.ple, that such

a strong relationship exists between the interior arrangement of buildings

*The term KOBA Is used throughout the study, not in ignorance of or disagree-

ment with the term MOUT (Military Operations in Urban Terrain) but simply

because it is universal~y understood.
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ard their architecture th4t it is possible to forecast. with considerable pre-
cision. what to expect on thi interior of a building by noting salient points
of the exterior. For another example, the variety of building materials,

although groat, replicates almost universally. fetrause of this, it would be

possible to develop a sot number of target types which would meet all possible

testing and trair inq ns'ds. Yet ancther example is that the environmental

settings of buildings of certain types may be known and that this knowledge

could possibly be treated by computer swanipulation to arrive at the best possi-
ble solutions to field Iproblems.
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30 &RC4ITECTIRAL/STRUCIVRhL CH4ARACTrERISTICS Or BUILDIHas

An understanding of the nature of buildings, whether it be for military
purposes. civilian needs, or simply acquiring ,cAdemic knowledge. can be
gained only through an appraisal of the multiplicity of factors which bear upon
design arid structure. Acting in an interlocki-.g fashion are parameters which,
in the aggregate, dictate the shape, size, height, structural characteristics,
function, and overall appearance of a structure. The variations from time to
time arid from place to place within each parameter plus the nearly infinite
combinations cause building forms to vary widely in the world's cities.

Fortunately, for purposes of classification. fairly universal conditions
have prevailed in architecture, structural techniques, and building function
globally for a long unough period of time to cause basic. replicative patterns.
Many buildings have, in fact, been built in major cities by multinational
construction (-oJIEanies. further dispersing types and promoting universality.
At the very least, Architectural designs and building technology have histcri-
cally been widely transferred from onu -o~uztxy t.. ijw~thcr. It is not aurpris-
Ing to find the same kind of structures in such disparate cities as Hong Kong.
Sao Paulo, and Johannesburg.

A diagram (Figure 1) is designed to illustrate how major parameters bear
upon the characteristics of a building. Thin architect's concepts anid designs
(upper left) are widely recognixod as being of key importance; note that an

~r~ht.'tsnao- o'r firm in nor7&illy credited before that of the construction
company. The architect~s ob~ectives are to produce An artistically pleasing
structure which meets his client's functional space needs while confouning to
the constraints of struct~ural possibilities, :onto, and other design require-
meilts which are strictly codified and enforced by public agencies. Building
configurations alao vary through time and indeed are often symbolic of a period.
Thew age of the heavy, ornate skyscratmr of the American city of the first third
of this century is quite diffvirent from that associated with the low-rise
masonry structures of European cities of the latter nineteenth century.

The structural engineer also has a vital role to play in affecting build-
ing characteristics. lie is primarily concerned with the i4tructural integrity
'qf the building but working within the cost limitations of his clients. Hie
attempts to produce, in an economic way. all of the debigri elements stipulated
by the architect. While classic confrontations have sometimes arisen between
the two, the net effect of compromise is im~portant In understanding the com-
pleted building. The engineer is responsible for selection of the materials
of the structure. beam and column configuration and strength plus the imethod
tf..r tyingq thema together are vital to the building's ability to withstand verti-
cal and horizontal forces. The thickness of weight-bearing walls and of decor&-
tive cladding is also considered. Taken together, a knowledge of the physical
nature of the building is of vital importance to understanding its military
significance. A structure's strength and weakneL~a may be applied to military
planning problems.
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Function also plays an important role in forming a building's characteris-
tics. Requirements for space in varying configurations result in several types
of buildings. Fortunately, however, for purposes here the possible functions
are relatively few in number and are universal. The need, for instance, for
storage space to support industrial and wholelea)ing functions is the same both
for developing and developed nations. Office and hotel space division is also
essentially the same everywhere.

An understanding of the historical perspective is also important. Because
of the longevity of buildings, virtually all cities have whole sections where
buildings of a particular period are extant. Coason in all of the cities preo-
viously studied are areas where buildings of varying eras predominate. For
inistance, vestigial brick building areas are found in one section of a city,
heavy-cladded frame structures in another and tilt-ups in another. Each is
related to a particular span of years when certain designs and structural
engineering practices were employed. Helping to segment time are the natural
breaks caused by war, depressions, and rapid introduction and acceptance of
breakthroughs in buildingq technology.

As a final Iparameter in t!.e diagram, legal requirements and cultural prof-
erenves have an impact on buildi•=.. configuration. Sometimes as a result of
such major events as war and itatural disasters, whole sections of cities reflect
departurea in building codes. Cultural preferences may manifest themselves in
building design which reflects suybolic national characteristics. Tle "heavy"
style of architecture of the Soviet Union and the use of the traditional pitched
roof in modern concrete-framed buildings in Germany are good exa.ples.

3.1 GENEkAl,IZFO SPATIAL PATTMWS OF BUILDING TYPES

The interplay of the above factors also accounts for a regionalization of
building types within the city. A principal force is the market place. The
extremely high value of the most centralized land in the center of the city
(the dow.town) has led to a process of constantly replacing older, saller,
less economic structures with taller, more efficient buildings. The multipli-
cation of the finite amount of available centralized surface space through
the device of adding more floors to a building has resulted in an ever taller
skyline for most cities. To meet this net-i, framed buildings which could
reach heights of 100 and more floors replaced masonry wall, mass structures
with their inherent height limitations of but a few floors. Now sections of
cities always reflect thm bmilding technology of the period of their construc-
tion. New wholesaling and light industrial sections are today composed very
largely of either concrete-framed or concrete tilt-up structures.

The generalization can be made about cities throughout the world that
distinctive areal patterns of building types and functions exist. These
morphological/functional regions of a large proportion of cities are readily
identifiable and follow generally replicative patterns. A generalized model
of a modern city in a country with a fairly long urban hirtory consists of
the zones of:

11---



a. Tall, steel- or concrete-framed buildings with light cladding in the

center of the city on the highest value land.

b. An adjacent area of framed (steel or concrete) buildings with heavy
cladding. These are fairly tall but not as tall as the previous class and are
located on land of slightly less value.

c. An area of masonry buildings, vestiges of a period when a city was

composed mostly of such structures. Height is restricted to but a few floors.
Uses are varied and rents are considerably lower than in the previous two

classes.

d. An area of framed (usually concrete) buildings used for storage and
light industry. These have traditional central business district "frame" uses
such as the selling of office furniture, housing the printing trades, or being
warehouses.

e. Beyond this are the city's residential areas. Nearer to the center

are the older, often multiple-family structurts (many of which are converted
from once single-family houses).

f. Yet farther away from the center is the newer industrial area composed

mostly of either concrete-framed or concrete tilt-up buildings.

g. Farthest away from the center is the sprawl of suburban housing.
Building architecture and structure are products of local styles and building
matvrialsi sone are mass-construction (usually brick) while others way be
light framed.

The general types and their basic characteristics, as identified in
Urban Building Characteristics, are seen in Table I.

Table 1. Principal Building Characteristics

_Type of
Construction Building Material

Frameless Stone
Brick

Concrete Block
Concrete Wall and Slab

Concrete Tilt-Ups

Framed Wood (Balloon)
Steel/Concrete (heavy cladding)

Steel/Concrete (light cladding)

12
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3.2 BUILDIW.-, INTERIORS

The arrangement of interior space within a building is a direct product
of its design, methoxd of construction. Lnd intended function. Bucause these
parameters--an extension of those discussed above in connection with the
entire building--are universal, it is possible to forecast the interior
arrangement of a building by knowing its conetructional type and function as
identified by observation from the outside. Numerous exzzjples follow which
demonstrate the great differences in interior spatial arrangemlents.

3.2.1 Frameless Structures

Builiings whost, principal strucxtural strength is borne by exterior load-
bearing .alls have interior arrangemrets which are not related to a supporting
frame (as it is with framed structures). Accordingly, there is great flexi-
bility irt the design and use of interior space. Function, rather than form,
becomes the predominate factor. The interior may be completely open and with-
out partitions or columns if the function so requires (a gymnasium is a good
exaple).

The simplified model of a multstory brick building (Figure 2) demonstrates
the principle. The exterior load-tvaring walls are thick enough to support
thcir own weight and that of tOw floors and roof; variations of thickness with
building height appear in Chapter 4.0. A secondary support ta' floor/ceilings
is provided either by columns or by load-bearing partitions in instances where
fairly large interior opcn 3pacca arc rcquirEod.

F)oor plans are thus primarily a product of the usage intended in the
original architectural design of the building. Due to the widespread use of
this form of construction all over the world for such a long period, examples
of almost every possible type of function may be found. Still, a cnality
is identifiable and serves as a b:se for the making of useful generalizations.

Brick structures are widely used for retail stores. In such use there is
a demand for unrestricted open space for the display and selling of merchan-
dise. Small retail stores (a c-oaon situation along commercial streets where
each merchant holds access to the passing trade as essential* are invariably
so narrow that t'e beams crossing over the two sidewalls are sufficiently
short to support the roof load without the need for interior columns or parti-
tions. Larger stores are multiples of this minimum distance (no more than
7 to 10 m) and thun require columns to augment the strength of cross beams.
Columns in such instances. considering that the buildings in which they are
found were built in the last century, are commonly made of iron.

Reference must also be made to the axioms which dictate the functional
use of buildings. Monst of the brick buildings still used for office purposes

in the U.S. were constructed before corporations were large enough to warrant
individual buildings. Multiple story buildings (almost invariably located
along major streets) were devoted to usage as retail while upper floors were
designed either to be used for general offices, if the buildings were located
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in artss of commercial concentrations, or residential if away from such areas.
Thus, the common situation for buildings wider than 4 or 5 m was for them to
have a retail store or stores on the street floor with interior columns to
support upper floors. The upper floors were paititioned into small units,
either offices, hotel rooms, or apartment rooms. The partitions of these were
ordinarily made of wooden studs covered with lath and plaster (see Chapter 4.0).

In parts of the world where brick construction is still practiced for
buildings of moderate height (two or three floors), the sawe conditions obtain.
In such cities, it is th, commercial center which has the modern steel or
xoinforced-concrete-framed buildings of greater height. Such structures pre-
sent the only way for builders to offset tht high cost of land in city centers.
Thus, the brick structures are placed along lesser comiercial streets. Again,
the ground floor is used for retail purposes and upper floors for offices or
human habitation. Ground floors are more open, depending on building width,
and upper floor interior use is segmented.

The wide range of possibilities for arrangement of interior space is much
the same for reinforced concrete tilt-up structures as it is for mass construc-
tion brick buildings. Again, the strength of the load-bearing exterior walls
is augmented by steel (instead of the iron used In early brick buildings)
columns to support the roof.* For economic reasons, walls are kept as thin as
possible. Buildings of considerable size (for warehouses or structures for
light industry) which reach heights (nominally no more than two stories) of 8
to 10 m have walls which range from only 14 to 25 cm in thickness.

To date, tilt-up buildings--althouqh their form of construction offers
considcrable savings in labor costs over poured-in-place reinforced-cosicrete-
framed construction--have been used primarily for structures whose principal

objective is to provide large, open interior spaces. Storage is a common func-
tion (see Figure 3). In nuch structures, the usual single floor configuration
is desirable bevause of the use of forklift trucks to move and stack goods on
pallets. The narrow, aligned roof-supporting columns offer no serious isipedi-
ment to use. Light industry finds such quarters similarly satisfactory. If
any partitions are desired, they may be made of thin material. The modularity
provided is a plus in the configuring of the space to meet client needs. The
use of such structures for large retail stores is also facilitated by the type
of construction; interior support columns are readily enclosed by racks of
displayed merchandise. The usual partition separating goods storage from sales
area is non-load-bearing and may be free-standing. The tilt-up form of con-
struction even lends itself to the forming of decorative aggregate on the
exterior walls while the wall is under construction on the floor of a building

under construction.

As the evolution of tilt-ups goes on, there have been several instances of
their use for offices and other forms of segmnted interior space. In these

*Newest construction is employing pilaster (column-like) members of reinforced

concrete which connect concrete panels and help to support roof load*.
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cases, which usually rise to two stories, heavy support is required for the
load of the second floor, though this support occurs within the tilt-up out-
side shell. Interior support varies with anticipated live loads of the second
floor, For example, offices expecting large loads of paper require heavy
support.

Because of the recent age of tilt-ups, they are located almost entirely
in newly developed sections at the edge of the city, near dock areas, or
major airports. Many are found in what were formerly referred to as industrial
parks but, reflecting their increasing usage for- offices, the name business
park is becoming cOumon.

p Another type of mass construction with an even more predictable interior

design is the wall and slab. This type of construction is sometimes called
"cross-wall" (Joedicke, 1962. p. 40) or "box-wall principle" (Arregar. 1967,
p. 130). With its load-bearing interior walls (at the awlerior of each cell
of which the structurt in composed), roam sizes are small. Further, the role
of the wall to act in consort with all the other identical walls of the struc-
ture means that there in no flexibility of interior space uJe. It is perma-
nent and fixed 3t the time of construction. The most appropriate function for
these structures is some form of human habitation such as an apartment or
hotel; widespread use of wall and slab structures for hotels all over the world
virtually turns the style into a c.iche. So very common is the interior
arrangement seen in Figure 4 where individual cells (the guest rooms of a hotel)
flank both sides of a central corridor. The exterior wall is very often made
mostly of glass to allow light into an otherwise windowless room. Small bal-
.onic,. are :coj,, f£ox buth apat Uuelit- and fancier hotels. A lower cost varia-
tion on the theme for motel construction has outside corridors with two paral-
leling rows of wall and nlab cells in between.

In all these instances, room shapes and sizes are fairly uniform the
world over. The shape is necessarily rectangular. For motels and hotels the
dimensions are nearly the same everywhere (about 3 m wide and 4 m long, exclu-
sive of baths and closets). Shape varies somewhat when apartments use this
form of construction, with daytime occupance areas being larger than sleeping
rooms. In Arreqar's study (1967, p. 140-182) of 22 apartment buildings (both
concrete-framed and wall and slab) in Switzerland, FRG, France, England, and
Atistralia, the average, size of rooms (1,861 total) was 17.2 m . In the exam-
ple of a high-rise wall and slab building in Neue Vahr (at the periphery of
Bremen) the individual flats ranged from 10 by 3.4 to 10 by 5.9 a.

Although they form a very small portion of the total buildings in cities,
stone structures deserve sore mention for they are invari&bly important
buildings such as cathedrals or major government structures. Their style is
usually classic and they often employ the traditional stone arch to support
ceiling loads. Since this form of construction has a more artistic appeal
than that of a framed structure, they are widely written about and illustrated
in architectural literature.
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The reason io.r the vaulted ceiling, traditionally that of supporting a

large roof to cover broad Interior space, usually means that th•e structure was
intended for public purposes and accordingly has only one major room as in a

churc-h or perhaps an open space under a dome of an institutional building. The
partitioning of space into lesser, rseller rooms usually follows the convention
mentioned before with brick structures. Columns or partition walls may be used
to support the floor immediately above.

3.2.2 Framed Structures

As with the frameles.i structures, a relationship t.Eists between interior
configuration and framed structures. The uLe of a frame to bear loads opened
the way for more flexible usage of interior space than was true of the masonry
builduigs of before: today, framed buildings still offer more versatility In
use of interior space than is the case with wall arid slab construction. Archi-
tects say that the framed building provides a better solution to the architec-
tural need for flexibility in the planninig of interior space. Jo~dicke (1962,
p. 40) says that "rooms can be given any desired arrangement." This notion of
flexibility, however, refers to the options of placement of non-load-bearing
pirtitions. E[ven though this is so, the very format of the framed structure--
in its various subtypes--has tended to dictate a uniformity of interior space
arranqletment to the degree that generalizations may be made and that the plan
of thL building may t. inferred from recognizing its salient external features.

This capability to predict is enforced by knowing that the interior
arading)-t of a werildeg i• fully die a i i t to, ducs1ig of every aspect
of the structure. Partitions, for instance, in the older steel-framed (heavy
cladding) Lu Idings were designed to be placed along beams and columns. The
selection of a 4-m interval between columns, for example, was related to a
desired room width of 4 m. Venting was also part of the total design package.
Window casings (varying in style and numbe. as indicated under the section of
the chapter devoted to the subject) were obviously placed in between columns
and not across them.

The strong influence of the type of structure oni interior space configura-
tion is seen in the example of ground and upper floors (Figures 5 and 6). In
this model, taken from observations in the Security Pacific Bank building in
Los Angeles, it can readily be seen that a modern framed building which has a
central column providing part of Its basic support and a series of load-,
bearing peripheral columns for the balance can have little variation in its
basic interior configuration. Even though there is a width of 12 m in between
central pylon and outer columns in which interior space can be arranged, there
are only two practical solutions for office design on the upper floors. They
may either be large, open-bay type units with direct access to elevators for
the entire floor or they nay be divided into maller offices which require a
hallway around the pylon for access. The ground floor of tis and similar
structures everywhere is often retained as a large open space. Such space may
be used as a lobby or for displays. Ceilings are generally high, usually tme
equivalent of two of the upper floors.
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A generalized model of the differences encountered between ground floor
and upper floor plans as they vary by building type (Figures 7 and 8) demon-
strates how the demand for space, relative to its cost, determine* the inter-
mal configurations of building interior space. In the model of typical ground
floor occupance in a representative central city area, several forms of com-
promise are manifested. The narrow shops exhibit the principle that success
in the market place is dependent on having om exposure to the passing trades
once attracted enough to enter a store, the customer may be directed to mr-
chandise at the rear. Various devices are, in fact, employed to gain full
utilizaticn of such narrow, inherently awkward shapes.

The larger stores are those which practice some fcrm of commodity com-
bining (as a department store). Their need is for a large amount of space
whos6 cost is covered by the greater volume of business which results from
greeter variety and general scale econosies. Banks are in a similar situation
but traditionally occupy such quarters for prestige purposes and the Inherent
trust associated with large size.

The hotel lobby is an interesting variant in that it has need for only

enough frontage to provide an entrance. The space roquired for the lobby and
registration services can be provided on lower cost "pace away from the street.
In such instancec, the hotel customarily rents narrow shop space to help defray
costs.

The principles demonstrated here operate more or less independently of
building type. The divi•ion of interior space is more strongly affected by its
rental cost than by its form of construction. At ground floor levels, interior
space of both frameless and framed structutes is commonly subdivided in accor-
dance with use needs. Varying construction methods are emloyed to allow this
to occur. For instance, the density of columns (in a framed building) may be
higher for upper floors than for the ground floor. To do this, it is neces-
sery to distribute the weight of the upper floors on to a heavy spandrel beam
betwen the ground floor and the second floor.

For upper floors, for virtually all uses except department stores, there
is a strong correspLoWence between type of construction and room configuration.
A typical interior arrangement of three major types is indicated in Figure B.

The steel/roncrete-framed building with heavy cladding, built in such great
numbers (especially in the U.S.) between 1890 and 1940, commonly had office
spaces subdivided by placing partitions along the alignment of columns and
beams. Rooms, comonly, were from 4 to 7 a on a side (butt length and width).
T"#e familiar view from the hallway was one of a series of evenlv spaced entrance
doors (often with frosted glass windows). This subdivision into mall, indi-
vidual offices was in keeping with the high demand for general office space in
the era before the advent of giant corporations. In instances where suites of

".-.of fices were required, it was common practice for a firm to rent a series of
adjacent offices. Connections were made internally and but a single entrance
was selected as the main one; a commin sight is to see arrows on the other
entrances directing the visitor.
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Coincident with the introduction of light cladding (roughly following
World War I1, although prototypes were in Europe in the 1920's and 1930'),.
was the rapid growth in the size of corporations to the point where they occu-
pied all or much of specially built structures. An early, and famous ex-mple
is the Lever House in New York City begun in 1949. An accompanying change in
the philosophy of office arrangement from individual offices to open bays, with
but modest space separation, also occurred. These factors interacted with the
larger size of individual offices posaible with the use of reinforced concrete
beams which allowed open bays to be as wide as 12 m for the entire length and
width of the building.

The case of the binding restrictions on interior space arrangements of the
concrete wall and slab bLilding has been noted previously. These structures
have little applicability for office use and virtually none for retail stores,
industries, or storage. They are most commonly used for hotels and apar1tent*.

The influence of architectural factors on building interior* is illustrated
in detail in Pigures 4, 9. 10. and 11. In Figure 9, the office arrangement in
the old heavy-cladded buildings and t'ie new open style light-cladded structures
is contrasted. Even the placement of office desks in the latter is meant to
convey the feeling of unstructured open space. Some partitions are necessary,
however, as seen in the case of presence of rooms for conferences and such
office functions as duplicating or data processing.

Total areas must also be taken into consideration when evaluating interior
space layout (see Figure 10). Considering that the attempt in designing a
building is to provide natural light to every office. the commn architectural
solution for large buildings in the provision either of wings, enclosed court-
yards, or smaller light wells. In this example, the service module in the
center connects matching halves of the building. Articulation hallways bisect
matching rows of offices, the inner of which receives light from open court-
yards. The concealment possibilities of these interior saces are significant
in a military context. Their presence, however, may be inferred from astute
observation from the outside. Individual office sizes are near the standard
of 4 by 6 m (24 &2 ): with their ceilings of 3 a. they have a volum of 72 u3 .

The theme of access to natural light is followed in more detail in Figure
4. The hallways, ir. b6th cases, since they have a lower priority for natural
light. occupy the interior areas. The more fully inhabited areas enjoy the
natural light. The inhere.at darkness of these hallways could pose a serious
prcblem in a combat situation.

The placement of service moduleft also has a role to play in interior space
configuration (Figure 11). For efficiency thesv- are commonly placed in the
center of the building. They may be doubled (or have several oultiples in
extraordinarily large structures) to serve rectangularly shaped buildings.
Whatever their placement, interior arrangemnt is affected. So recent design
has placed elevators in shafts on the exterior ot buildings as a safety pre-
caution in the event of earthquake or fire which could seal off interior ele-
vators and stairways.
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The anatomy of a representative German reinforced-concrete-framed, light-
cladded building (Figure 12) demonstrates the high level of relationship
which exists between the physical characteristics of the structure and how the
building is used. The general arrangement is typical with the ground floor
being devoted to shops, the middle section to offices, and the uppermost to
building services. The building dimensions are in keeping with Joedicke's
(1962, p. 54) statement that European office buildings commonly have fairly
narrow rooms with partitions being about 2.5 to 3.8 m apart. "e further states
that two conventional methods exist for accomplishing this, In the first, the
office partitions are placed along the line of all weight-beari.ig columns. In
the second (that illustrated in Figure 12). half of the partitions are at the
columnni the othcr half are at non-weight-bearing mullions. They follow a
standard German module of 3.6b m between the mullions. These German standards
all carry DIN numbers (translated as German Industrial Standards).

The ground-floor retail shops are separated from one another by partitions
placed at the structural columns whose centers are 7.32 m apart. Wide windows

for display purposes are at the ground level.

Office size is rigidly prescribed in Germany. According to a scale
(Joedicke, 1962, pp. 14-21), the following average areas are prescribed, in
accordance with the level of occupance. For a single office, 9 m2 is allowed,
14 m2 for a double, 15.2 m2 for three, and 18.6 m2 for four. The windows in
the example suggest that the offices (with a width of 3.66 a) have depths of
four or more meters and are thus, in accordance with the formula, designed for
two, three, or four occupants. Note that the windows are placed between the
supporting ro]•ulmn. and not th- -mullions ir, avuurdance with a method referred
to as "in-filled." The use of spandrels in between, plus the beams, gives the
building a typical "banded" look. The type is very common in Europe and
elsewhere.

3.2.3 R Sizes, Detailed

Fortunately, for the purposes of this study, detailed specifications ot,
room sizes for particular functions are widely published. Architects, cosa
accountants, and developers are keenly aware of the needs for space for various
purposes, their costs, and acceptable minimms. Prescribed room sire per func-
tion is, in turn, intertwined with design specifications for all other related
items such as furniture, office equipment, window and door sizes, and modules
of wall panels and carpets.

Two general levels of interior space size prevaili (1) the large, unpar-
titioned open space associated with the functions of general public use such
as an institution or department store, and (2) that of manufacturing and stor-
age. The latter two also have standards but areas "re generally so large that
they hold little importance to discussion here. The data on the maller roms,
those used for offices of various tyF.s and rooms used for functions of human
habitation, are the more significant for the pturposes of this report.
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The results of studying a wide number of cases (reported on in Table 2)
repo-t average areas for hotels, apartments, and offices. DiChiara's purpose
in conducting the study of 40 U.S. hotels (with an average of 200 rooms and
an average height of 10 stories) was to provide guidelines for new designs.
Hotel developers are keenly interested in matching design to need and thus to
building the most cost-effective amount of space. The success of the major
hotel chains is widely known and readily followed. Hotel management accounting
knows precisely the service and maintenance costs per area and matches these
to anticipated revenue. Because of this high level of calculation, there is
little deviation from the norm in modern construction. For recent buildings
and for future construction there will be a high degree of reliability in
inferring interior dimensions just by observing salient features of the exte-
rior. To some degree, of course, the sizes indicated in the table are a result
of current life styles and modes of transportation.

Table 2. Average Room Sizes by Function

Interiational Samples

Room Type Area (m'2)

Hotel Guest Room (U.S.)* 23.2
Hotal Lobby 102.2
Hotel Lounge 55.7
Hotel Rental Stores 223.0
Hotel Dining Room 139.4
Hotel Kitchen 102.2
Hotel Coffee Shop 74.3
Hotel Orfices 13.9

Apartment Room" 17.2

U.S. Ofi cos
U.S. Private General 18.6
U.S. Semiprivate 25.5
U.S. Dental 11.1

Sample European Offices 21.2

'Source: DiChiara, 1973 (40 hotels studied)

"**Source: Arregar, 1967 (1861 European
apartment rooms in study)

Economic practicality is also the rationale for the existence of specific
dimensions on offices. Business concerns know precisely how nuch space is
required for each function. Government agencies have institutionalized the
process by formula. The General Services Adainistration of the U.S. govern-
sent even issues guidelines for office sizes depending on GS rank and duties.
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For instance, GS 12 and 13 ranks are allowed 150 ft 2 if they are in supervisory
positions, 100 if they are in nonsupervisorial positions. GS 14a and 15s in
supervisory positions are allowed 225 ft 2 while their nonsupervisor fellows of
same rank are allowed but 150 ft 2 . The super ranks of 16, 17, and 18 are all
allowed 300 ft 2 .

Room sites within apartments are similarly specified (aee example study in
Table 3). The table indicates how rooms of different functions vary in accor-
dance with the total size (and thus cost) of the apartment. In Europe, where
apartment dwelling is the mode for the majority of the urban population, large
apartments are fairly comon and are designed, as the table implies, for fami-
lies with children as well as for singles and couples.

Table 3. Floo, Areas by Function of Room
Twenty-two Apartments: International Survey

Type of A!artment

... of Room I r 2_m 3.rm 4.re Sr ,

Living m - 19.2 19.7 18.0 29.1 21.5

Dining Room 6.1 9.0 10.4 14.1 14.7 10.9

Parent's Bedroom - 14.7 15.. 16.5 15.9 15.6

Children's Bedroom - - 11.5 13.1 12.8 12.5

Kitchen 3.3 5.7 7.4 8.1 8.1 6.5

Bathrom 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.4 4.2 4.0

Corridors 3.3 5.6 9.5 12.5 13.6 8.9

Avg. Living Area 25.8 42.7 61.9 01.3 96.0 61.5
(ncl. corridors)

3.3 BUILDING VENTING

Throughout this study the point is made that the characteristics of a
building are the product of its type of construction and its function. Thu
interaction of these two factors is nowhere more obviously demonstrated than
in the nature nf a building's venting, that is, in tbo dimensions and placement
patterns of windows and doors.

Examining first the influences of morphology, the statement may be made
that the constructional foim of a building :isits the arrhitect in his place-
ment of windows.

Frameless structures, those depending on the exterior wall to carry the
bearinq loads of the buildi"g. impose the most stringent restrictions on win-
dows, due to the fact that any opening or disturbance of the wall reduces its
structural inteirity; the strongest wall would be one with no windows or doors
at all.
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Buick buildings, as thM most coamon example of the frameless form of con-
struction, manifest their limitations on windows in three distinctive ways.
(A knowledge of these provides a set of revealing keys for the field identifi-
cation of these buildings.) First, the proportion of the building facade
devoted to windows and doors must be kept small. On an average of 15 inter-
national buildings measured (Table 41, the proportion of glazing (not counting
the minor amount of space taken up by the casing) is only about one-fourth of
,he total facade of a building (25.8 percent). Larger and smaller areas of

window relate to style choices, and in the case of fairly large prcentages
(i• the thirties), it was undoubtedly necessary to provide some sort of extra

structural support.

The second characteristic is that the windows in such structures must be
kept vertically aligned. In this way the loss of structural integrity is only
along the vertical alignment of the windows while the intervening space of
solid brick is given the task of carrying mst of the load. A further reflec-
tion of tV'_4 technique of providing venting x% that the windows are invariably
long, narrow rectangles. Window sashes of ihe American form are generally ver-
tically sliding from the middle while the European style is to have the win-
dows hinge on each side with the two halves latching in the middle; a double
set ("storm windows') is commonly used in the colder climate areas.

A clue to the problem of loss of structural integrity is coersnly obt-erv-
able from the exterior of the building in the arching of one or two rows of
brick above the window. This traditional method of load support serves to
restore some of the loss created by the window.

The third charact.eristic venting feature of brick buildings is the lack
of windows at tho corner of the building. It is the corner of a mass type
structure which provides a high proportion of the load-bearing strength. Sme
architects of frame buildings have, in fact, been criticized for not putting
windows out to the corner when they could (Joedicke, 1962. p. 06). Joedicke
says that frame buildings not only do not have such a need, but that the corner
columns are often the least heavily loaded of all. He supports this by adding
that "concentration of mass at the corners is a typi il and necessary form of
conatruction in masonry structures, in which the soliG corner piers insure the

rigidity of the wall."

An interesting response to this requirement is seen in European brick
buildings located on street corners. To provide windows facing out on an
inters'ction, the designers frequently allow for a corner facade of the build-
ing which lies at a 45-degree angle from the two planes of the structure (see
Figure 13). With a structure of moderate size, thus practice means that there
can be a standard size window along this angled facade while not disturbing the
structural character of brick wall on the "corners." A corner window has a far
broader cone of vision (and thus field-of-fire) across time street intersecticn
on which it faces than does a window nearest to the corner in an ordinary brick
building. The view from these angled corner windows also provides much longer
lines-of-sight down the streets they overlook.
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Table 4. Venting of Steel/Concrete-Framed (O4eavy Cladding) Buildings
Upper Floors--Stores, Officeb, Hotels

International Sample

Heavy Cladding Glazing
Measured Cases Relative Percent of Relative Percent of

Number Country Area Total Facade Area Total Facade

1 U.S.A. 480 58.5 340 41.5

2 U.S.A. 2,730 70.9 972 29.1

3 PHIL 2,005 48.8 2,100 51.2

4 U.S.A. 3,450 48.3 3,695 51.7

5 U.S.A. 1,220 78.2 340 21.8

6 U.S.A. 2,880 64.5 1,584 35.5

7 U.S.A. 1,070 77 5 310 24.5

8 U.S.A. 1. 111) 7..9 414 27.1

9 U.S.A. 735 75.4 240 24.6

10 U.S.A. 1i5 54.0 s0 41.0

11 U.S.A. 325 54.6 270 45.4

12 U.S.A. 57c 70.4 ?40 29.6

13 FRG 960 54.1 815 45.9

14 FRAN 496 77.?' 140 22.1

15 F Sj 1,I06 72.9 48C. 27.1

16 FRAN 1,710 59.6 1,160 40.4

17 AUSTRIA 1,425 70.0 610 30.0

18 UK 668 72.3 256 27.7

Average 62.3 37.7
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The venting placement of other types of Mass construction buildings is
loss restricted by structural requirements. Yor the wall and slab structures,
the venting is commonly the entire exterior wall of the individual call. Since
these walls provide the only possibility of gaining na"tural light into the
room. they are frequently composed mostly of glass. If. as is often true with
apartments, there is a balcony, a glass door (sliding or hinged) is also pres-
ent. Since this exterior wall is not load-hearing at all, structural strength
is in no way impaired, Tilt-up buildings tradsit 4orally have few windows. The

principal form of openings is large doors for handling bulk goods. If the
buildings are used for retail stores, an open glass front is expected. Those
used for offices will have so windows but still the principles of mainte-
"nance of structural integrity are observed.

Comsentators in the architectural literature frequently express dismay
tfiatathe exterior style vf buildings, including the form of venting, built with
vteel or concrete frames took such a long time after their introduction to
stray from the traditional forms associated with masonry buildings. The use
of heavy claddlin (usually brick) on these framed buildings continued from
their oarliest dayar kn the 1890's un-il construction temporarily ceased with
the onset of World War"XI. Windows, too, were placed in between the columns
often in a manner quite similar to masonry buildings. The first departure
from the traditional was in "tsponse to functions which required more natural
light, such as industries and department stores on upper floors. The break-
through architecturally, though, came Ir%-oe-•many in the 1920's followinq the
Bauhaus school of Architect,'re led by Walter Crcpius. These vertur•es itto
light cladding, so co n throughout the world today, axe attributed especially
to the period from 1924 (marking the end of inflation in Germany) and 1930
(the coming of the depression and the Nazis). Theme modern styles were cri-
ticized by the Nazis (Lane, 1968) an being socialistic: their answer was a
return to traditional (and thus more rural) forms of architecture. The wide
acceptance of this traditional style may, in fact, be responsible for the con-
tinuatior, of the pitched roof for such new urban construction today.

Interestingly, many of these light-cladded buildings constructed in Gar-
many in the 1920's look little different than ones being erected today. The
Schocken department store, built in Choonits (now Karl KarkStadt in GOR) in
1928 has broad bands of continuous windows at each floor separated by horizon-
tal bands of marble-: iishod spandrels. An apartment development built for
Siemens Electric Company in 1929 has a high propo'tion of glass in its walls.

The most important feature of framed buildings, relative to venting, is
that since the frame is providing all the structural strength to the building,
there is no restriction at all on the kind and maner of venting such a build-
ing can havu. The amount of venting can range all the way from 100 percent
glass to no glass.

Function has some role to play in dictating the amount of venting. For
reasons of preserving privacy and for easier insulation, concrete-framed apart-
ment buildings will ordinarily have fairly large windows for living rooms,
smaller ones for bedrooms. Other buildings, designed to %use equipment
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rather than people (a telephone central control building, for examle) may
elect to have no windows in which case the outer cladding is opaque Irbt not
load-bearing.

3..1 I Function versus Vorm

A whole host of relationships governing amount and style of ventinE
revolve around the interaction of the shape of the building and its int, ded
function. Several principles may be set forth. The application of thesti Lo
real-world situations in cities could he of groAs importance t(, military plan-
nistg. A ktKo~wajqe of what to expect in a city by knowing in advance the
kinds and locations of the various existing functions could be of great value.

Of paramount importance in the development of a knowledge of the relation-
ship of function and form to venting is recoqnition of the fact that in all
commercial areas of a city there is a striking difference in both morphology
and function between the street-level floors and the upper floors. At street
level, the requirement for exposure to the passing trade means that street
floors in these coemercial areas are virtually a&l used for coamercial pur-
poses, primarily the purveying of retail goods and services. As part of this
exposure comes the universal use of large windows. They are used in part to
display the merchandise while serving as an open invitation for the customer
to enter the establishment. The concept goes back to the bazaar whose open
stalls permit the potential customer to examine the merchandise. Windowless
fronts, by contrast, repel potential customers.

r. tho c¢ciirial t-viLvgt (-downtowns" or central business districts) of
all cities, the street-floor frontages are made almost entirely of either win-
dows or doors. This phenomenon continues along major arterials leading out
of the downtown until a point is reached where Zhe street does not carry a
sufficient number of potential customrs to warrant commrcial land usage. The
pattern reappears in neighborhood shopping areas, miniature crercial areas in
their own right. Stores in modern, outlying shopping centers duplicate the
conditions of the downtown.

The reality of this phenomenon should be considered by military planners
because of its implication that relatively little wall breaching might be
required along commercial streets. Measurements of the areas in cities where
the phenomonon exists would be useful for military planning.

Figures 14, 15, and 16 serve to illustrate how function, within buildings
of the same type of construction, has a bearing on window ntmber and placement.
Figures 14 and 15 together show three separate types of functions all using
steel/concrete-franmd, heavy-cladded buildings (1890's to 1940's vintage).

All three exhibit the use of the ground floor for commercial purostes.
The street-level space in the hotel and the office building is divided into
small shops and leeLted out. Certain affinity uses are associated such as
travel agents and floriuts in hotel buildings and magazine and lunch counters
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in office buildings. The department store utilizes the ground floor to the

fullest for displaying and advertising wares available throughout its multi-

floored space. Note that in all three cases, the ground floor is taller than

any of the other floors. The need for high ceilings is seen in some cases,

such as occupance by a comercial bank office on the ground floor. Department

stores must offer a sense of spaciousness in their ground-floor space (on which

they place a premium). Mezzanine floors or partial floors are often found.

The possible utility of mezzanines for military usage poses some interesting

questions. They are at a height above the ground floor great enough to sa-an

the streets below and yet they do not follow the same requirements for exits

which defenders of floors above faces far more space is at their disposal for

retreating if their defensive position were to become unrenable.

The venting arrangement for the floors above, explained on the diagrams
in Figures 14. 15, and 16. clearly d mnstrates a direct relationship with

functional need. The queaez room of the hotel, in these older structures, typi-

cally has but a single window for light and ventilation. The excessive light

and noise in traditional downtown hotels from laiger windows was avoided in the

design.

Offices, on the other hand, sought more light for their workers and fre-

quently had two or three window units per each office, located as they were

between beams and columns of the frame. Excessive light created taeperature

problems in warp summer areas. The customary old solution was the provision

of canvas awnings; today, single-room air conditioners are often seen jutting

out from these windows.

The department store, with its extraordlnarliy large windows on every

floor, manifests the same comrcial notions that a merchandising concern

should display its wares to the market place regardless of the height above

the street. interestingly, in later years, these large upper windows ware

blanked out by painting them or covering them with drapes. Modern department

store planning emphasizes interior design and has few exterior display win-

dows, even on the ground floor. The term "window shopping" could become lost

from the vocabulary.

The relationship between windows and interior floor space for these three

types is seen in more detail in Figure 15. For the office building, there is

a pair of windows between each column (on each floor). Penetration of these

windows by arms fire from the outside may be only into a single office or may,

as with one of the larger corner offices in the diagram, involve more space.
In the case of the hotel, there is but one window per structural cell. In

the case of heavy cladding, the form of partition is reasonably resistant (as

covered in detail in Chapter 4.0). The numerous larger windows of the depart-

ment store provide access to large open spaces.

The theme of ventinq and function continues in Figure 16 but with the

eddition of the introduction of the possible military problems posed by the

Duilding's blank sidewall. Virtually all buildings along a city street have

windowtess sidewalls as they are designed to be placed against an immediately

adjacent building. Their exposure, Uhon the rating or destruction by arms of
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the adjacent building. brings to bear the problem of wall breaching. If the
building in question is constructed of bricks, there is the problem (see
Chapter 4.0) of the lower floors of multistory buildings being quite thick.
Even it the structure is steel- or concrete-framed, this hidden outer wall is
usually made of reinforced concrete at least 10 cm. in thickness.

3.3.2 Data on Proportional Venting per Stru,-ture Type

Tables 4. 5. 6. and 7 present data taken from measurements of photographs
of 73 d rent buildings ot four major types of use from cities in 13 countries.
The dat, live a clear picture of the relative amounts of venting for the dif-
ferent types. The order is progressive in amount of venting going from the
average of 25.8 percent glazing (qlass windows) for the brick structures in
Table 5 to the extreme cases in Table 7 where glazinq forms close to half the
facade (at 4?.5 percent) and the light opaque cladding (itself often glass)
forms thu balance.

In the case of the brick buildings, any part of the nonglazed area is
heavy brick wall (its thickness being a function of the story in question and
the height of the building). Buildings of this sort obviously offer a high
level of both concealment and protection against small arms fire.

The heavy cladding offices and hotels of Table 4 have an expected higher
ratio (37.7 percent) of glazing. The nonglazed area is couposed of heavy clad-
dinr, (Mhapz. 4.0 has dctaills) and con-istv. of reinforced concrete, hollow
tiles, and brick, Concealment and protection arc still high.

Tables 6 and 7 record the differencev between two cf the basic methods
of sheathing a mdern building with light cladding mateiiais. In the first
case (Table 6), the method of "in-fillinq" between structural columns and beams
is addressed. In such structures, the frame members are visible from the out-
side, and the glazing and varying forms of opaque cladding are placed in between
them. The columns and beams form mome 14.6 percent of the total: of course,
in Table 7 the frame form essentially the same proportion of the total and
would be exposed in the event of even a modest amount of arms fire. It is
most important to note that the proportion of glazing in both examles is
virtually the same. The suggestion could be made that the occupants of such
structures feel too exposed, almost unsafe unless there is some sort of an
opaque panel extending from the floor up to about a meter in height. Office
furnishings up against fully glazed walls often present an awkward situation,
both visually and practically.

Table 7 examines buildings which truly qualify as having a "stretched
skin" oi- "curtain walls.' Even in these, many of the most recent buildings
observed have fairly small areas of their facades glazed. These smaller win-
dows are often a response to a desire to reduce radiation of heat from the
buildLn as energy coots go up. In others, such as in the Philippines example.
smaller windows allow less of the hvat and glare of the tropics to enter the
building. Air conditioning efficiency is also facilitated.
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Table 5. Venting of Brick (Mas. Corstruction) Buildings
Upper Floors--Stores, Offices, Hotels

International Smlple

Solid Wall Glazing
Measured Cases Relative Percent of Relative Percent of

Number Country Area Total Facade Area Total Facade

1 Cit 236 78.1 66 21.9

2 FRG 104 81.2 24 18.8

3 rIN 51 79.7 13 20.3

4 U.S.A. 71 78.9 19 21.1

5 U.S.A. 426 74.7 144 25.3

6 Ua. 336 72.7 126 27.3

7 U.S.A. 112 60.i 72 39.9

a NOR 223 73.4 81 M66

9 SVWE 277 81.5 63 18.5

10 U.S.A. 270 69.2 120 30.8

11 U.S.A. 127 82.5 27 17.5

12 U.S.A. 49 60.5 32 39.5

13 FRG 94. 80.3 23 19.7

14 CR 32 74.4 11 25.6

&S FIN 59 61.4 37 28.6

Average 74.2 25.8
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Table 7. Venting of Stoel/Concrote-Fra..d (Light Cladding) Buildings
Curtain Wall (Trame Obscured)
Upper Floors--Offices. Hotels

International Samile

2(aque Claddinq Glazing
Measured Cases Relative Percent of Relative Percent of

Number Country Area Total Facade Area Total Facade

1 U.S.A. 444 78.6 121 21.4

2 U.S.A. 170 47.2 190 52.8

3 U.S.A. 238 61.3 150 38.7

4 U.S.A. 485 43.9 619 56.1

S FRG 2,112 73.3 770 26.7

6 FG 1,794 43.7 2,310 56.3

7 FRG 252 43.4 328 56.6

8 FRG 1,205 53.3 1.056 46.7

9 UK 560 55.5 448 45.5

10 FIN 484 38.2 784 61.8

11 DFA 466 36.0 1,184 64.0

12 PRG 820 68.6 375 31.4

13 NOR 1,925 52.4 1,750 47.5

14 CZECH 530 40.5 780 59.5

15 U.S.A. 4,030 SO.1 3,875 49.9

16 FRG 450 38.5 720 61.5

17 CR 945 51.9 875 48.1

18 ?HIL 105 62.5 63 37.5

19 PHIL 476 70.0 204 30.0

20 SWED 210 54.6 175 45.4

21 PHIL 171 52.9 152 47.1

22 NOR 231 54.9 190 45.1

23 PHIL 558 60.2 369 39.8

24 U.S.A. 96 66.7 48 33.3

25 U.S.A. 668 74.8 225 25.2

Average 52.5 47.5
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The use of the"s fiqures on the relative amount of the facade of a build-
ing devoted to glazing should be extremely useful in development of principles
and training aids for building identification in the field. Recognizing these
salient features can provide iqportant clues about the character of the interior
of the structure.

The provision of absolute measurementa of window size presents a difficulty
because of the variation in design of particular buildings. Still. som guid-
ance can be gained by examining the binding factors involved. One constant to
be observed in that for floors above street level in a building, the height Is

invariably around 3 m. Given further that there is a practical limit to having
windows extend downward to floor level, it may be presumed that they begin

about I m above the floor on the average. An additional constant is that there
is little advantage to having windows extend all the way to the ceiling. Doing
so would not extend visual possibilities (mostly donward, anyway) and would
permit the entrance of excessive heat cnd glare. Given these parameters, wit,-
dow heights on buildinqs of any type should not exceed between 1.5 and 2.0 m.
Width of the windows is. of course, another matter. As discussed at length
earlier, the width has a strong relationship with function as well as with
structure for the frameless buildings. Nodules of up to 1 m wide are camon
in many buildings. In several measurements made in Europe in 1976, window
widths in brick buildings were found to be around 80 c.

With either modules of about a mater, windows in steesl/oncrete-framed
heavy-cladded buildings (in accordance with findings presented in Figure 15
extend from 1 m wide in hotels to 2 to 3 m in offices to the full 6 to 7 m
ýbetween structural columns) in department stores.

For the light-cladded buildings with their higher proportions of glazing,
the height of windows in usually within the 1.5- to 2.0-m limitation estab-
lished abovel but they frequently are in a continuous banding across the
building's facade and thus have no particular width.

t!
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4.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF BUILDING WALLS

While~ the theme developed in the previous chapter concerned itself with
the binding constraints of the combination of morphology and function on the
neature of a building's architecture, the physical characteristics and dimen-
sions of a building's walls are &olely A function of the mode of construction.
Sthe laws of physi'-s concerning the basic structural support of a ouuiding
have no relationship to intended function. Certain requirements of strength
and support simply must be met to of fset vertical and horizontal stresses.

This doesn't. mi-an, f iwever, that varying functions do not occupy buildi-
ings of various types. the multiplicity of functions of any particular tlyp',
ot construction soo'n iiý the world today is largely a matter of inertia and
thet fact that building are so enduring that repr.-sentative examles of all
types are extan~t in th saww. city. when brick buildings were the common mode,
for Instance, all maniflre of fuzictions were placed in them; some of them
remain toda%.

en of theasmeta clnei the form of building construction occurred at the
enJ f te lst entry honthe developed nations Logan to construct framed

instead of masonry buildings. This was largely a reaction to the rising value
of land in central t'usinewi districts which made the inherently low-rise brick
buildings uneconomtii,. The continuation of that trend has resulted in the vir-
tual elimination of masonry structures from the central city. The net effect,
for military purpoties, has been the creation of a city center composed of
fliaw builu~irg suirroundiid by a ring, of mazonry structurs..

The following series of diagrams offers details~ on the nature of the walls
of theste buildings. MAsonry welln are treated first followed by the more
recently built framed structures.

4.1 BRICK BUILDINGS

The use of brick as a building m~aterial has many advantages and has been
wiiely applauded for i*ts role in aiding Lvon primitive societies to meet

shelter and ce~remonial needs. on the plus side, the technology of building
with brick was siqple aind ropresenti but a man-made version of gathering and
piling natural stolte. The mass fotm of construction provided rigid and
enduring walls. The diffic~ulty of p'roviding a roof wasn overcom with the use
a' wooden rafters and joists and, more elaborately, with the arch.

When mass construction is stimed, the weight of the upper part of the wall
must be borne by the lower part. This load, over and above that of the load
of the roof and the live load, can be provided for only when the base of the

* wall is thicker than the upper part. In comon practice (sme Figureft 17 and
18), a width of brick (IV cm, usina U.S. standards and 12 cm for such of the
rest of the world) is added for each successive floor. For buildings of only
two or three floors In height, attaining the required thickness of wall is of

little consequence either in the construction process or in the space required..4 47



'wall 'width

30CM 6th floor

40CM 5th floor

• 0.m ! 4th floor

-C60 3d floor

70?O 2d floor

SOcO groun'd

floer

linterlor support columns)

Fiqurr 17. Typical Wall Profile
Six-Story Brick Buildireq
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Uthckness

30cm jjj jj] 6th floor

a20cm locom

SOc. 4th floor

60cm T-11 ] 3d floor

?Ocm J I . . .. floor

80cm I I I

Figure 10. Prescribed Wall Thicknedses
Six-Story Brick Building

U.S. Exawle,
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In fact, one-story buildings may well be stronger than they need to be because

of the need to use at least a length and a width (a stretcher and a header) of

brick to achieve the desired interlocking binding.

Because of the loss of interior space which comes with increasinq height,

brick buillings attaining heights of 10 stories or so become iqpractical. In

actual practice there are large numbers of brick buildings of three, four, and

five stories.

Discussion of the kind of problem to be encountered at ground-floor level

is instructive for purposes of military planning. Take, for example, a street

in a west European city faced by brick buildings of five stories. The ground-

floor wall is 80. 1 cm thick (refer to Table 8). If there is no comsmercial

land usage along the street, there will be little glazing for display window

purposes. Thus, if wall breaching is necessary at ground levels, the full
80.1 cm thickness must be addressej. Even the second floor at a thickness of

70 cm presents a fairly hefty obstacle. Further consider that there are large

areas of this type devoted to residential land use and that, as discussed under
the heading of building venting, about 75 percent of all exterior space is
solid wall. Two probleas immdiately become apparent. First, there is a con-

siderable Lotal area of wall which might have to be breached. Second, the
damage caused by this breaching serves to create large volumes of rubble to

serve fortification purposes.

The figure of 80. 1 ca for the thickness of a five-stery building in
Eutrotm', he*, w~wa ualculatod urmLr- Britirh stan-dards (tarri•?w., 19,7, pp. I1-1--1

in which he gives figures for "bricks of standard format" as the following
(for the BLitish Standard clay brick):

Length: 0-5/8 in. (9 in. nominal) - 22.9 cm
Width: 4-1/8 in. (4-1/2 In. noeinal) - 11.4 cm
Depths 2-5/6 in. (3 in. nominal) - 7.6 ca

(Mh "nominal" width includes mortar of a common deptt, of 3/8 in. or 1 cm).
Compressivv strengths range from 7,000 psi for Grade B to 10,000 plus psi for

Grade A. Certain engineering types go up to 20,000 psi compressive strengths.

These dimensions match measurements made on the continent but are slightly

smaller than bricks commonly in use in southwest Asia which are 25 cm in lernth

and have proportionately larger dimensions in width and depth.

New variations of traditional brick construction are being introduced in

Europe and should be given sme consideration even though they currently form
but a very sll proportion of all brick structures. These new developments
are being encouraged by the brick-making industries as they attempt to
pete with the variety of uses of other building materials, notably reinforced

concrete.

one variant from the traditional is the hollow brick with a dimension of
22.9 by 22.9 cm and 7.6 cm in thickness. The resulting wall looks like
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regular brick but is 22.9 ca thick and has a hollow core. other variations
come in depths of 7.6, 10.2, and 15.2 ca.

Other variations a&r*

Lngth Width D_-

30.5 cm 22.0 cm 7.6 ca
30.5 ca 22.0 cm 10.2 ca
34.6 cm 14.3 cm 15.2 cm

Concrete building blocks axe alon widely in use. The oommn British block
length in 45.5 cm, the width, 22.9 cm. They are available in Type A (a dense
aggregate material designed for use in blocks destined for the construction of
load-bearing walls and with a compressive strength of 1,750 psi) and Type 3
(made of light-weight aggregate with a strength of 1,000 psi). Ccmon thick-
nesses are 7.6, 10.?, 15.2, and 22.9 cm.

Concrete bricks (not hollow as are the concrete blocks) are also used.
They have the same dimensions as the clay bricks (reported above). CoMpressive
strengths are 1,750 psi for Class A types and 1,000 psi for Class Ba.

4.2 WA.L AND SLAB BUILDIM&S

The origin of the idea of using walls and floors to support each other
c.s from- the developmsnt of "flat slab construction" (Condit, 1968, p. 243)

in which the floor slab rests directly on colun and "behaves somewhat Like
a continuous beam." It was reasoned that since horizontal slabs acted like
beams, vertical ones could act like oolumns. In an example of a 10-story
building, cited by Condit (1968, p. 245), the floor slabs are 17.8 ca thick
and the walls are 20.2 cm thick. The only true outer walls in such structures.
both ends of rectangular boxes, have the *am thicknesses as all the other
walls. Table 9 provides date on 10 cases.

4.3 TILT-UV BUILDINGS

Tilt-qp construction buildings present an interesting proble to military
planners. on the one hand, with their large exterior wall s-rfaes with little
venting, they present a large area of fairly heavy walls which might have to be
breached. On the other, they may prove to have little military significanoe
because, being a product of modern planz ing, they commoly form a fairly poarse
pattern on the landscape and are found mstly in the outskirts of cities. With
such locations, there is a greater chance that they tuld not be objectives
themselves or bar passage to other objectives.

Their physical characteristics are fairly standard. The outer wells,
although following the general notion of mass construction, are not solely
responsible for supporting roof loads (pluw any live loads in the case of
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Table 9. Wall Fa Floor Thicknesse

Cast Concrete and Concrete Block
Wall and Slab Apartment Buildings

(cm)

walls

Measured Cases axterior FloorT/h.e
Number Conr (Incl. inuain) Interior*s cei lings

I UK 30.5 14.0 14.0

2 FGR 20.5 9.6 15.2

3 UK 30.5 7.0 16.5

4 FGR 20.5 15.2 19.0

* 5 SWlTZ 21.5 12.0 16.5

6 ITAL 19.0 13.5 14.0

7 AUr-PIA 26.6 10.1 14.0

S FGR 24.2 10.1 15.2

Total 193.3 91.5 124.4
Average 24.2 11.4 15.6

*NDta Source: Di-ze'inZ, 1960

two-story structures). Rather, interior columns support part of the load.
Pilasters (column-like memb.rs often used to connect reinforced-concrete
panels) also form part of the outer wall and share in the load-bearing
function.

Wall thicknesses vary with the anticipated load. They are generally kept
as thin as possible to save costs. The amount of reinforcement steel is, of
course, another variable in the providing of strength. Some walls are but
14 cm thick, comonly ranging to 20.3 cm for single-story structures. The
heaviest walls (those where a second-story load must be supported) reach
thickncises of 25.4 cm. For walls up to 20.3 ca thick, there in the com-
monly usod reinforcfment steel in the form of a *curtain of steel" composed of
reinforcement bar ranging from 9 to 13 mm in thickness and formed into a grid
with 20.3-cm centers. For thicker walls (those up to 25.4 cm), it is neces-

* aary to have two layers of reinforcement (see Figures 19 and 20) which are
* placed just to the in-side of the outer edge of the walls.

4.4 PARTITIONS WITHIN FMMELESS BUILDINGS

Partitions in frameless structures are non-load-bearing and are used only
to subdivide interior space. Their composition and dimensions reflect the
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mode of building at the time of their construction. For early brick structures
lath and plaster were used. In the United States, the comon practice was to
place approximately 1.2 cm of plaster on top of 1.2 ca of horizontally placed
wooden lath strips (separated by a few millimeters) which were nailed on to
10 cm studs. With such a treatment on both sides the total thickness was
about 15 ca.

Tvo different types of partitions are used in modern tilt-up or concrete
block buildings. if a fire-wall is required, they ame made of (nominally)
10-ca studs covered by fire-resistant gypsum board and a coat of spackle and
paint or veneer panel. If there is need only to separate space, as into office
modules within a single establishment, they are thi-mer and lighteri wood pan-
eling is comonly placed over lightweight studs.

4.5 STEELi/CONCRETE-FRAMED BUILDINGS WITH HEAVY CLADDING

It is worthwhile to recount that although framed buildings did not require
anything beyond the strength of the frame to conduct all of their load-bearing
functions, the use of a heavy form of cladding (often brick) persisted for four
plus decades after the introduction of framed buildings in the 1890'u. Part of
the reason was an initial lack of boldness, not broken until Gropius and his
followers introduced their "stretched akin" exteriors in the 1920's. Another
frequently sugqested reason is the desire not to stray from the implicit sug-
gestion of strength posed by masonry buildings. Whittick (1974, p. 105) in
coamenting on the classical and Renaissance styvld buildings construct--d in
England in the 1920's says: "If one looks at the building; of famous archi-
tects designing in the classical/Renaissance style in the decade following
the war, one would not be awAre that they mere built with a steel frame as the
essential structural feature." Indeed, it is difficult today to make quick
and f.'rtain Identifications of buildings with brick facades. Clues, other
than the natuire of the surf&ce material, must be sought.

More steel- and concrete-framed buildings were constructed in the 50-
year period prior to World War II in European cities than might be recognized
in the general descriptions of these cities which usually emphasize the low
skylines and large areas of masonry buildings. Steel framing, following U.S.
leadership in the field, was tised first followed later by a conversion to
concrete framing because of its lower possible costs. Many types of functional
uses were served: department stores, factories, offices, and hotels. A few,
following the German school, had light cladding but most retained the heavy
cladding.

Another reason for the retaining of heavy cladding was the protection it
gave to the frame. In his then contemporary book Skyscr.pers, Starrett (1928)
captures the mode of thinking about construction processes of the day. He
presents details on the nature of the exterior cladding (see Figure 21) and

states that this arrangemnt was required to seal the exterior of the build-
Ing from the weather elements. He describes methods of brick bonding employeds
in the diagram every sixth row is a row of Oheaders." By another method, that
of American Bonding", there is a row of headers every fourth row. Absence of
these rows of headers implies a poor bonding.
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The total thickness of the wall in the diagram is 35 z= but there are
examples of even thicker claddings. The Universal Pictures Building in New
York (Hamlin, 1952, p. 445) has 46 cm of cladding composed of 30 rum of brick,
a limestone veneer of 15 cm, and an interior panel of I cm.

Also of importance was the heary cladding at street level where a decors-
tive stone was used instead of the brick used in the shaft (above the pediment
of the building). Starrett (1928, p. 19B) ixtates that there was often a 10-
to 20-cm-thick cover of stone veneez backed by brick of another 20 cm. Inte-
rior materials added another 2 or 3 cm.

Interior partitions of these structures were also heavier than partitic-n
materials used today. Starrett (1928) states that "in the earlier days of
skyscrapers, partitions were almost universally made of hollow tile, sometimes
7.6 cm thick, sometimes 10.1 cm thick. In instances where ceiling heights
were as high as 5 m (as in a public meeting room, hotel lobby, etc.). parti-
tions of a thickness of 15.2 cm ware required. In addition to these basic
thicknesses, there was a covering of about 5 cm of combined lath and plaster.

4.6 STEEL/CONCRn-M-FRAMMD BUILD!NGS WITH LIGHT CLADDING

Full advantage of framed construction is taken when the exterior walls
are made of light material. Not bound by the tradition of masonry construc-
tion which kept heavy cladding on framed buildinSs for such a long period,
nearly all multistorv _trUctures erectpd In cities arOknd th. Wnrld in the
post World war II era have used a wide variety of light cladding. The effect
is that of "curtain walls" of light material. As discussed under the section
on venting, such cladding may be placed in consort with visible fram Mem-
bers or it may be used to cover the frame. Either way the light cladding is
instantly recognizable. The predominance of such buildings, plus their great
heights, have allowed them to dominate the new skylines of major cities every-
where. The effect has been particularly dramatic in such places as major
western European cities where tu.se buildings -.ontrast sharply with low-rise
masonry structures. The contrast is equally strong in other traditionally
low-profile cities such as Tokyo. Even New York City has had its older,
already high, skyline penetrated by such edifices as the twin towers of the
VkWrld 1wade Center, the Seagrams Building, and the Pan American Building.
Low-rise Boston is hardly visible for the large new high rises.

Once the departure from heavy cladding was made, innovation both in
materials and design resulted in a wide variety of exterior walls. Certain
principles obtain, however. First, as noted under "venting," these light-
cladded buildings give the appearance of having glass as a very high propor-
tion of their total facade area. The actual clear glass area though is only
about one-half (refer to Tables 6 and 7) of the totall the balance is often
coqposed of opaque glass-like material designed to blend with the glazing
to give the appearance of a single, perhaps two-toned, reflective facade.

A second characteristic feature is the use of an insulation zone (con-
taining air or some insulating material) between the outer and inner sides of
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the wall. While the materials involved are ordinarily light in weight, the
net effect of the several types of materials of which the wall is composed
could have significance in making determinations of how they might be pene-
trated by arms fire of various sorts.

Three examples are shown in Figures 22, 23, and 24 of the various types
of material found. The first is a fairly elaborate example (the extensive
use of aluminum panels is because the building is the showpiece headquarters
office of an aluminum manufacturing company). It does serve to show, though,
how light materials cover insulation in a panel.

The second example (Figure 23) shows the use of double-paned glass to
serve the insulation function. The elevation is an example of the obscuring
of the frame by the light cladding; the effect is a "glass tower." In such
Instanve, reflective glass is often used partly for internal reduction of
glare, partly fox privacy, anJ partly for the dramatic architectural effect
created. Conjecture on the appearance of those "glass houses" in a combat
situation suggests that the structure could quickly be "undressed" to its
skeletal frame and look not unlike a high-rise parking garage.

Figure 24 is an example of where lightweight concrete has been used as
panel waterial. As the material is tot meant to be load-bearing, it is cow-
posed of light aggregate to keep down the weight which must be borne by the
frame members. The material is still heavy enough, hoewever, to pose a safety
threat to anyone standing below during an earthquake. Thickness is a!-ao
kept as low as possible (twin panels of 7 ca on each side of the insulation
zone in tais case).

Data on 10 examples from ueveral countries (Table 10) serve to demonstratethe wide variety of materials used in panels on light-cladded buildings.

Seven different inner wall materials and five types of outer material are
used. Six different forms of insulation are employed. The relatively thin
17.0-cm average panel thickness matches the expected for such construction.

The theme of lightness is continued in interior partitions used in these
buildings. The forms, however, are fairly traditional except for the substi-
tution of new methods and materials. !n Figure 25, lightweight. factory-
built metal studs are used instead of the old-fashioned wooden "2 x 4s." A
sheet of motal lath substitutes for the old-style wooden slats. Plastering
remains conventional.

The drywall example (Figure 26) follows more traditional lines with the
exception that gypsum board has replaced plaster. The use of a sound deaden-
ing board manifests the concern for sound insulation experienced when these
frame structures are partitioned into a number nf off for several clients.

The summiary table (Table 8) recounts al1 of the wall and partition
types. The data are placed in rank order with the thickest walls (of their
type) first. Thus, for load-bearing wells of frameless buildings, thickness
ranges from an average of 15.0 cm for stone buildings, 55.9 cm for brick struc-tures, 24.2 cm for wall and slab buildings, and 20.4 cu for those of tilt-up

construction.
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3.20mm asbestos- 7cm woolwood 1.30cm plaster
cement panels on insulation boards on 3/4 in.
3/4 in. timber panels timber pantl$

Aluminum Decorative Panels

A Vertical Section

xx~xx xxx- . -I

x~x~xxx~xx
X .window window

XXXXX X.
xi\/

;- - ' - - -

Figure 22. rx&Wle of a Concrete/St.el-?ramd Building
vith Light-Cladded Curtain Walls
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glazing

.- 3.7 ------- m column

Top View of Concrete Pnel

l0cm .nsulotion 26Cm
7cm - __ _ __ _ _

stiffening member conc'ete

Figure 24. Tvo-Story Example of Concrete Panels
on a Reinforced-Concrete rrame
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A similar distinction is noted with the thicknesses of th. heavy and

light cladding of framed buildings in which the heavy types averaged 35.6 ca
and the light types avftraged 17.0 ca.

Interior weight-bearing walls are also given. Those shear walls found in
brick buildings average 27.3 cm while those of the wall and slab structures
are only 11.4 ca.

Interior partitions found in the older forms of construction--brick and
heavy-cladded framed buildings--are heavier than those of the now building
types of tilt-ups and light-cladded framed buildings. Thicknesses of parti-
tions in the older types each average 15.2 cm while the later types average
10.8 cm.

* *6



5.0 URBAN SPATIAL PATTERNS

A definition of the title of the chapter requires examination and explana-

tion of each of its component words. Urban is meant to include here all of the

contiguously built-up areas of a city compqrising the central city, plus all of
the attached, or nearly attached, suburbs including modern concentrations of
"new towns' (self-contained areas designed for residential, comercial, and

industrial purposes). Spatial is used as an adjective here to indicate surface

space. Patterns are those replicative of universal arrangements of land uses,
building morphological characteristics, and the dynamic linkages of transporta-
tion lines which connect then with each other and the surrounding rural areas.

Throughout this study (and the previous one), emphasis is placed on the uni-

versality of patterns and not upon local differences from city to city. It is

even acceptable to say that there is more similarity between major cities of
the world ameng countries of diverse economic levels than there is between a

major city of a developing nation and the rural area of its own country.

Accepting the notion of replicative patterns and universality is essential if
sufficiently well-drawn generalizations are to be drawn for application to

military planning problems.

Several universal constants obtain for cities throughout the world which

favor the formation of replicative spatial patterns. It hoeds that if eco-
nomic stimuli are universal, reactions to these stimuli will also be constant
even though a minor amount of local variation can occur.

The following five constants are identified. The first states that not

all the surface space of a city can be built upon. Obvious and essential non-

built-upon surfaces are the streets which serve as linear linkages between

functional zones and permit articulation within them and between thexi. In
addition, there is an expressed need in cities everywhere for a certain amount

of areal, rather than linear, open space components. Upon examination some of
these open spaces function mostly as land designated for ceremonial purposes
and as landscaped non-built-upon areas to provide spacious settings for public

buildings. Tho landscapod grounds and public spaces in capital cities are

9sod examples. Their appearance ranges from the landscaped areas of the
Penaissance-Bazoque styled Washington, DC, to paved-over Red Square in Moscow.

Another major type of open space, some of which may be integral with the first,

is the provision of land for recreational purposes such as parks and athletic

fields.

The distinctioii between public-sector and private-sector space is signifi-

ca it. Cities with a distinctive government function or cities in countries

w ere the importance of the state is omnipresent tend to have a higher propor-

t .oii of publicly owned open space. Streets themselves are frequently wider,
s itbacks are broader, and t, sre are more designated open spaces. More cow-
vercially oriented cities have narrower streets and fewer open spaces because
of the greater emphasis placed on private-sector land ownership and usage.

Cities cf the Middle Ages were good examples of having very little land in

public ownership. The planned, open style of cities built (or remodeled)

during the Renaissance-Baroque period yielded a much higher percentage of
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publicly owned space. Newly built sections of modern c•ommrcial cities, which
have free-standing skyscrapers standing said landscaped grounds, are a modern
variant, even though the landscaped open space is privately owned.

A second constant states that the tallest buildings of a city are located
at the center, in the immdiate area of what is referred to as the "peak land-
value intersection." From this peak of a profile *pyramid," building height
decreases with increasing distance outward frow the center; lesser peaks are
present, however, for "outer-city' cores. A further chjracteristic is that
building density is higher in the center of the city than elsewhere, reflecting
the high value of surface space.

A third, and related, constant is that streets in the center of the city
are narrower than those farther away from the city. Curb-to-curb dimensions
may not be greater, depending on the nature of the original platting of the
city, but the distance between buildings facing each other across the street is
definitely greater away from the center because of setbacks.

The fourth constant, also related to streets, states that tIm significance
of the center of a city requires access to and fr&m the surrounding parts of
the city and beyond, and this manifests itself in the presence of the conver-
gence of major arterials on the center.

The fifth constant is that, in one form or another, the center of the city
is the area which ties th. graats6t ccun..aratioin of cultural •--d goverr.aiantal
I'uildii.ga. Gverruwnt, as well as business, serves the needs of the entire popu-
lace and both require a maximum of centrality.

5.1 STREET WIDTH LIMES-OF-SIGHT

Street width is obviously a readily measurable phenomenon. This mpasure-
sent is also at once a measurement of across-the-street line-of-sight. The

proportions of certain widths in 16 international cities (from an earlier study.
Urban Building Morphology) demonstrate the universal adherence to the principlus

indicated above.

Data attained in the previous study are analyzed mnd presented in graphic
and tabular form in Figures 27 and 28, and Tables 11 and 12. The pie graphs in
Figure 27 provide a L wary picture. The dominance (Figure 27) of streets occur-
ring in the range of widths between 15 and 25 a is clear. The average for all
cities of this class reaches nearly two-thirds (64.5 percent) of all streets
(actual figures are seen in Table 11). European cities, with their heritage
of narrow streets extending from Medieval times, reach a figure of 70.3 per-
cent. Cities of the Middl.e East, which also and traditionally have high pro-
portions of narrow streets (as in the modinas), attain a figure of 61.2 per-
cent. That the figure is not higher, considering the existence of tortuous
alleys associated with such places, is a product of the large areas of new
planned suburban developsmnts with their broad avenues which are averaged into
city totals. Asian cities, which have the largest proportion of even narror
streets (in the 7- to 15-a width class), continue with the concept of crowded,
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Table 12. Lines-of-Sight
Distribution

Sixteen International Cities

Linem-of-Sight (a)
city 7-15 15-25 25-50 15-50 Total

Stavanger - 2,213 2 4 2,219
Bremen 377 2,756 1,489 393 5,015
1aningrad - 6,300 2,024 180 8,504
Budapest 4,208 14,424 - 2,156 20,788
lstanbul 1,077 254 71 77 1,479

Casablanca 46 3.820 1,032 244 5,144
Cape Town - 1,447 214 603 2,264
Jerusalem 93 1,154 197 474 1,918
Madras 1,368 3,549 1,460 - 6,377
Bangkok - 5,620 1,480 7,100
Singapore 232 1,616 514 - 2,362
Canton 1,388 1,952 - 24 3,364
S4cuj 5,040 1,532 2,184 24 8,780
Guatemala City 2,294 928 - 166 3,388
San Francisco - 10,045 156 1,796 11,997
Charloston 16 2,628 8 98 2,750

REGIONtAL SWU;9ARy
EUROPE 4,585 25,693 3,515 2,733 36,526
MIDDLE EAST 1,218 5,228 1,300 795 8,541
ASIA 8,028 14,269 5,638 48 27,983
ALL CITIES 16.141 60,238 10,831 6,239 93,449

narrow stroet. and high population and building densities. The explanation ofthe extraordinarily high figure for the two U.S. cities in the study--Charleston, WV, and San Francisco, CA--with streets in the 15- to 25-m cate-gory Is that both of these cities are aberrancies on the Aimrican scene duelargely to their physical locations in either a narrow river v&lley or at the
end of a peninsula.
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The second most significant street width is the narrow 7- to 15-m class
with an aggregate for all cities of 17.2 percent. Much of the total cvmes from
significant areas in Asian, Middle Eastern, and European cities, all of which
have vestiges of patterns of extream age comprising their total.

The third class, in rank order, is that of streets of 25 to 50 m in width
(11.6 percent as seen in Table 11). Cities of the Asian region rank highest
here. The explanation is that they have experienced heavy growth in their
suburban areas in recent years in the form of planned, residential areas where
the goal has been to alleviate the high densities associated with traditional
central cities.

The smallest element is that of areas with the exceptionally broad line-
of-sight distances in the range of from 15 to 50 m. These situations occur
primarily in the large area "outer-city" type developments located in the

I urban periphery.

Detailed data for individual cities appear in Figure 28 and Table 12.
* Certain cities deviate quite broadly from the generalizations. Localized
* reasons can be cited for significant variations from regional norms. Begin-

ning in the upper left corner of Figure 28, Stavanger, Norway, is such a small
city (both in area and population) that virtually all of its streets fall into
the 15- to 25-m class. The fairly large area of 25- to 50-m-wide streets in
Bremen is a result of that city's axtensive rebuilding following the last war.
leningrad, because it is a planned city. has no streets in the narrowest class;
budapest, retlecting its medieval character, has a fairly high proportion.
Istanbul, because of its longevity as a major city of Roman, Byzantine, and
Ottoman Turkish empires, expectedly has a large proportion of its total area
devoted to narrow streets. Casablanca's famous Medina, with its extremely
narrow alleys and byways, accounts for but a very musll portion of the greater
city with its extensive area of broadly met planned housing units. Cape Town,
by definition, has virtually no narrow streets and instead manifests an inter-
national rood,?. Jerusalem's old quarter accounts for its share of narrow
streets but the rest of the city is %holly modern. Madras has sizable areas
of former "native quarter- settlements with narrow streets but also has a high
proportion of its area devoted to wide avenues, a vestige of colonial days.
Bangkok and Singapore display similar characteristics. Canton, expressing the
more expected Asian pattern, has a high proportion of narrow streets. The
situation in Seoul is even more pronounced. The proportion of narrow streets
in Guatemala is the result of its being platted in Spanish colonial form
rather than having evolved from a village setting as with the Asian cities.
The high proportion of 15- to 25-a streets for the two U.S. cities Is a clear
expression of American standardization and an evolution and growth of cities
which has occurred almost entirely in the inJust-rial/com~mrcial age.

All the generalizations above are supported by measurements which appear
in Table 12.
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5.2 INTRA-CITY VISIBILITY

Although the initial conceptual view of lines-of-sight in a city is ImPl1
that across streets, more intensive examination of all of th* types of patterns
of occupance of urban land quickly reveals that there are numerous situations
where the concept of buildings lines up along a street does not apply. A more
open aspect is found especially in newer, planned developments located either
in redevelopment areas or in new, planned projects at the edge of the city.
Streets and drives serve theso areas but the impact of their planned arrange-
sent dominates. Buildings are arranged in accordance with strict plans and
are separated from one another in all directions.

Very simply put, there arv just three basic patterns of placement of
buildings on urban lots. They are (1) aligned attached. (2) aligned detached,
and (3) nonaligned detached. The first is found typically in downtown areas
where buildings are set wall to wall so that each may gain Maximim exposure to
the street Ithe right side of Fieire'29 is an example). The second is seen in
a detached housing residential area (Figure 30. left side). The third, the
nonaligned detached, is becoming more common and appears in outer-city develop-
ments (Figure 31). in planned unit development residential areas and in rebuilt
central city areas.

The following discuspes the lines-of-sight associated with seven different
spatial patterns found in representative cities. Three of these are contrast-
ing pairs. They are designed to compare lines-of-sight between sections of
cities and between cities of different countries and regions. AMother, Figure
31, represents a typical "Outer-City" development.

The first pair (Fiqure 29) contrasts the sharp diffe.ýences in line-of-
sight distances which exist between a modern downtown redevelopment area and
a tightly knit traditional central business district. The former, in San Jose,

CA, represents a planned development in which free-standing buildings have
been placed on "super blocks" in an area in which the U.S. Housing and Urban
Development Department razed an old section of the city. Buildings are steel/
concrete-framed structures and are separated by wide streets and landscaped
grounds. In this example of nonaligned detached placement, lines-of-sight are
in all directions, not just across streets.

The pattern in San jose, Costa Rica, by contrast, is typical of Spanish
colonial cities with its square blocks (one mensana in size, 80 varas, or

paces, on each side) and narrow streets (of about 10 a wide). Buildings com-
pletely cover the blocks in most casesi non-built-upon spaces are but minor
courtyards and places where buildings have been razed. The only significant
open spot is the block occupied by the downtown's principal plaza.

Lines-of-sight were drawn between buildings in the California exa le and
across streets (and the plaza) in the Costa Rican example. These distances
were then averaged. The msan distance of 66.8 a for the San Jose, CA, example
is considerably greater than the 18.8 a average for San Jose, Costa Rica.
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A mobt important coiisideration in this cowpartson is recognizing that the
two radically different patterns are frequently found side by side within the
same dnwntown, central city area, Reasons vary. In saw instances there has
been planned redevelopment of decayed parts of the central business districtsi
U.S. urban redevelopment areas are good ex les. in other instances, such as
in cities which suffered heavy structural war damage, newly styled areas with
their free-standing buildings stand in marked contrast with older, more tightly
knit foris. In yet other cities, growth has been so rapid that there are siza-
ble areas of new forms which have been appended to the older.

lIiitaty planning implicatlons are clear. Operations in the open-style
(nonalignad detached) type of area, with its long lines-of-sight, permit the
use of different tactics and weapons than tho3e which must be emloyed in the
high building density areas. Other aspects of military planning are also
potentially involved. Cowsunications, loqlatics, transportation, and air-
support activities all must coex with the basic differences in these two types
of urb•-in environments.

The siam- g9-noral theme is pursued in an examination of the varying situa-
tions with two levels of building density for who~esale-industrial districts
(Figure 32). Tho higher density of structure- in the Berkeley. CA, eample
typifies what is often found in older, fully developed districts. The high

density of (often smaller) buildings traditionally occurs where such districts
we:e placed along rail lines. Such high concontrations p.-mit,:•d economic

4),;,vicitiq by rail spurs. Because these districts were located close to other

major sections of a city, tere was a furthNer desire to have ttime an concen-
tf-tjd an 1'5"hlV t"l c•,taif, o iiuýj. l isv, u - ard to' p.-.rzat the higl-ut possible
accessibility ky mass surf.xce transportation. Reduced distance to the major
market, the central city, was another onsideration in their planning.

The Sant.a 'la~a, .'A, examiple typifies modern irtas. These are croposod
of fewer, usually larger, buildings arid are set farther apart than t*hw older
types. They, arm ordinarily located within pla ined Industrial/bu,;iness parks.
A-coss to freeway interchanqen za favored over that to railroad lineo. 58cause

of the need for space for motor trucks, the-re are wide roadway arterials within.
The proVsion of large parking lot. for the automobile-c(riving cvmmter workers
uses yet greater amounts of space.

The net. result is a so;nsficant difference in the lengths of lines-of-
sight. 41.b m for the high-density exail,le and S8.9 a for the low-density one.
Ip)lications for military planning are similar to the situation encountered
for the previous rcowarison but to a lesser degrer. The probable differences
in typv-s of buildings found in the two must be considered. In the higher-
density ares, older forms of construction are the mode. Steel and concrete

buildirgs are coon. These have large window areas and generally light clad-
ding, sometimes only sheot, corrugated steel. The low-densily area is more

likely to consist almost entirely of reinforced concrete tilt-Lp str,-4,ures,
although more sý in the United States than elsewhere. Thus, while 1, -of-

sigi.t are shorter in the higher-den-Aty area, penetrability of wall& be

easier.
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Contrdsting residential areas are examined in Figure 30. The low-density

examile in Cupertino, CA, is typical of single-family detached housing suburban

sprawl (aligned, detached). Houses are sat back froA the curb a distance which

is as groat as that of the street itself (12 m). Another 15 a of separation

occurs between the rear elevations of houses on bordering lots. The structures

themselves are 18 m deep. Streets are Intentionally curveo to be pleasing

aesthetically and to slow vehicular traffic flow. Line-of-sight measurement

consists of across-street distances, at corners, and across back yards. The
product is an average of 32.0 a.

The situation in the high-density exmaple, a neighborhood in San Francisco,

CA, (aligned, attached) displays the more traditional mode of rectangular

blocks and straight streets. Houses occupy the full width of their lots giving

a visual Impression of common wall construction even though each building was

erected independently.

O'pen space in tho area consints of the streets and the narrow back yards.
The average of measureoents made across them roaches a figure of only 24.7 a.

While this example cans frcm the tnited States, the form Is common in Europe

and lines-of-sight are similar.

The final example is that of Neuo Vahr (Figure 31), a planned outer-city
development in Bremen, FrR. A mix of apartiment buildings of various size* and
types occupies a well-planned. arranged site (nonaligned, detached). Broad

avenues, wdlk ways, landscaped grounds, and athletic !ields separate the build-

Ings. Some diatanctos between buildings arc extrouxdinarily wide, enough so to
cause the =can litie-of-sight distanco to reach the figure 59.5 a.

rable 13 suwmrixus the line-of-sight distances for all of the Low les
Most tignificant is the great range found. The existence of large areas

within cities with line-of-sight distances ranging from 32.0 to 66.6 i serves

to cause the modification of the sometimes held notion that all urban situa-
tions consist of solidly packed ranks of buildings with no setback@ facing

relatively narrow streets. The spatial pattarns of modern cities are much
more varied than such an image contends. Accordingly, a variety of situa-

tions and urban environments must be cone.idered by military planning.

In a search for the finest level of detail possible for evaluating surface

lines-of-sight, precise measurements were made in the old city (Altatedt) of
Bremen of both street width and visibIlity along streets. The street pattern

and the widths are typical of many European cities which still reflect charac-

£ teristics which were established in the Middle Ages and have changed little
since with the exception of som street widening and realignment in postwar

rebuilding. Availability of large-scale, accurate maps and aerial photography
plus field verification assure that the meastrements are accurste.

The map (Figure 33) indicates the horizontal along-street, measurements

made. They are the longest, clear line3 possible either across an open iqpace
or before a .-urvv in the stret causes a visual obstruction. A total of 92
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measureiments were made using the linear measurement device on a tltwnics elec-
tronic planimater/diqitizer. The gross length was 14,936 m, the man length
was 162 ms and the median was 125 m. Measured lines-of-sight ranged from 33 m
to 516 m.

F A. extremely accurate measurement of across-the-street lines-of-sight (see

Table 14) was achieved for the same area (Altstadt) in Bremen by first measuring

the width and length of 66 separate streets. The total length of street in
each width class could thus be calculated and the collective man established.
By this process, the resulting mean was 17.4 a. The standard deviation of
•t7.7 m Indicates a small range between the narrowest and the widest streets.
tploying the measurement of both length and width in the calculation provides
a morv comprehensive, reliable figure than results from the simple sampling of
width* alone. It should serve better to i-rovido the kind of parameter required
by military planning.

Table 14. Across-the-Street Lines-of-right

Str eets
NO. Width(m) h Percent of Total

3 9 230 3.1

1. 10 1, 240 16.6

6 ii 580 7.8

4 - 1, .Sao 24.6

4 I' 29V 3.9

4 lt• 7b0 30. ?

200 2.7

21 410 6.3

2 25 3.0 4.3

9 30 1.530 20.5

Mean Strvot Width: 17.4 m
Standard Deviation: 47.7 m

Di st ribu•tion

12 0 30 m 10 0 8 1 1 2 1 92

0 Percent 100
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The distribution chart in Table 14 shows the rank ordering of street widths.

It demonstrates a bimodality in which the narrow 12-a and 10-m streets collec-
tively account for 41.3 percent of .11 streets, while the broadest lines-of-
sight in the measured area (30 a) accounted for 20.6 percent. These latter
lengths are accounted for by the lines-of-cight across the squares and market
place in the very heart of the city.

In a broader test (Figure 34) horizontal along-the-street measurements
were made for as area which is virtually all of the built-up area of Bremon.
In this test, the configuration of streets was regionalized. Regions where
open, unobstructed lines-of-sight along straight streets did not reach S00 a
were placed in one class. (The distance of 500 a was selected as the nominal
accurate range for small arms fire.) The situation causing lines-of-sight
not to exceed 500 m occurs where there are short streets connecting parallel-
ing arterials and where there are T-shaped intersections. The average line-
of-sight for all streets in this class was 230 n (Table 15) in a -a le of
154 streets. They are concentrated largely in a zone just beyond the old,
original center of the city, an area built up mostly during the nineteenth cen-
tury. The areas with lines-of-sight greater than 500 a are associated mostly

with post World War I1 surburban developments and the i.ndustrial and dock areas.

Table 15. Surface Horizontal Lines-of-Sight

Braeen, West Germany

Street

Average LOS Sale Area Danaitt
Street N'[ m o. Street& .ha) per k,"

Straight
Streets Less 2)0 154 399 40
than 500 a

Curved St reets
Less than 500 M 159 136 68 200

The curved streets with lines-of-sight less than 500 a had shorter aver-

aqea (159 m). Th'tir location on the map (Figure 34). located as they are both
in the oldor centrail city and the farther reaches of sulxrbia, expresses Lwo
spatial phenomena. In the old city, the curved streets are vestigial from
the Kiddle Agesi in suburbia they are planned dcsigns for model residential
c•mufl i tieSs.

A comparison of densities of these two classes yields further interest
(Table 15). AA might be anticipated, the density of straight streets Is far

less--at 40 streets per km2 -- than the curved streets where there are 200 per
kms.

It is suggested that measurements of this type provide military planners
with a useful means of evaluating the difficulty of operations within the city.
The usa of auch index figures as street densities has possible utility in
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several ways. The mapped features provide necessary spatial information,
especially in evaluating ingress and egress. Potential areas of difficulty of
defense and offense can be delimited. Comparisons with numerous cities would
serve to establish the sort of replicative generalizations with which to develop

doctrine and training.

5.3 CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS OF LINE-OF-SIGHT IN LIMITI
VISIBILITY URBAN SITUATIONS

Concern has often been expressed over the potential restrictions which the
highly concentrated sectors of the urban environment could place upon the
employment of shoulder-carried assault weapons. One potential difficulty is
aeon to result from firing such a weapon across streets which are narrower than
the recommended safe arming distance of the warhead. Another difficulty is
perceived in attempting to fire across and down a street to a point where maxi-

mum angles of obliquity wcould be exceeded. That the urban environment does
pose these kinds of restrictions is confirmed by measurements made in this and
the previous study completed for NSWC (Urban Building Characteristics).

The potential problers to be confronted are shot.n graphically in Figures 35
and 36. In these exa~ples, two assumptions are taken: W) that the minimum
arming distanco is 15 a. and (2) that the maximum allowable angle of obliquity
is 45 degrees. These figures are. Qf course. taken only aa working numbers.
The plotting of other higher and lower n•u-.rs mmiht prove useful: the values
iued hoe are hold to be representative of the problem.

Using these paramters (Figure 35), the full width of a target (between
the limits of obliquity) may be acquired when street widths exceed 15 m. For
a street 15 m wide, the width of the target (betweci the 45-degree angles) is
30 m. This effective target zone widens with increasing distance until (on

the diagram) it reaches 40 a at a distance of 20 m from the firing position.

For street widths below 15 m, the size of the target which may be acquired
within the given paramtter% rapidly becoses smaller. The shaded area in Fig-
ure 35 represents the area where adherence to mininium arming distance and
obliquity will not allow usage of the wapon. Examining street widths lying
betwen 11 and 14 m in detail (Figure 36), we observe that the potentially
acquired target. width diminishen quickly from 8.b a for a 14-r wide street to
5.5 m for a 13-m street, to 3.0 =n for a 12-r street and then to 80 -- for an
11-a street. For atreets which are narrower than 11 a, there is no possibility
at all of acquiring a targot. All of these figures presue a firing position
at the front face of one building loozing across thea street at a target build-
ing. Obviously, target acquisition width could be increased by firing from
within a room. Consideration of such ah, opvration opens th" whole question of

gaining entrance into buildings, facing back-blast ana noise problems, acquit-
ino firi.g positions on upper floors, and brkaching partitions lazerlly within
buildings and 2xterior walls of adjoining buildings.

The restrictions posed by narrow street situations have ootential signifi-
cance to tactics and doctrine planning and development. If given the validity
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of the parameters assumed, an assault weapon cannot be used efticiently 1u such
situations, the suggestion is clear that alternatives should be sought. Of
course, the proportion of All cities in• the world which present such restric-
tions is relatively small. Reference again to Table 11 reveals that only 17.2
percent of the area of the studied cities lies within the 7- to 15-m street
width tange, These do vary regionally, however, and cities within certain

iegions (Figure 2H) such as Asia and Latin kmeriica, have sizable portions of
ci'ties with narrow streets. Such t:,ctions also are found in smalt. but impor-
tant, cores of cities such as was demonstrated in thes case of the Altstadt of
Bremen (Table 14).

A task is pe~tceived here for military planners to evaluate the internal
street geography of vities of interest and to determine just how important to

the total mission operations would be in the narrowest confines of the city.

Thy unanswered question remains: are these narrow street areas different in
kind or only different in degree? And, do they require spocial Mo,siderations
for all typeN of military planning, weapons development, tactics, logistics,
etc.?

Special attention needs to be given to street intersections for it is here
that the visibility bituatlfon is significantly different than that encountered
in the "acrous-the-street" conditions. The ability to see dowm, across, and
along two ntzeets (see Figure 37) gives these corner positions a big advan-

tage" as f.ring positions. The example contrasts the "normal" corner, where
structures are built right up to the corner of the lot, with a building which
hau an angled ("double") corner. For the latter, not an uncommon uituation,
the visibility cone !A ,~onsiderahly greater than that of the normal corner.

The biggest sinjle advantage of the corner situation for the defender is the
virtual elimination of the minimum armini distance problem for all but the
narrowest of streets. Angles of obliqu -y still impose restrictions, however.

lreman was examined to determine the incidence of types of intersection
(Figure 38). Cross-shapod intersections formed the l-rgest proportion of the
total. Internectiorus where a street dead-ended into an arterial ("'r" inter-
sections) are similar situatlc'ns. Angled "T' intersections and irregular

intersections present a more cost'lex line-of-signt problem.

5.4 STKQET AREA TO BUILDING FWOOK AREA RATIOS

The conceptual view of a city does not cr-' st of buildings and streets
independently but rather of the collective ir jasion of the two in combina-
tion. The concept is traditionally developed from the viewpoint of the observer
who is located, primarily, on the street looking at the profile of the build-
ings bordering it. The view is three dimensional, of course, but within this
the horizontal plane of the street and the vertical of the buiLdings dominate.

Given that the streets and the buildings are the two primary elements of
the urban environment, a means is presented here to quantify the relationship
between them with a view toward developing ratios which could serve to indicate
degrees of intensity. In crowded downtown situations, in reaction to the
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desire to ttkr, maximal use of hith-value c., buildingo cover virtually all

space except that roqlirl'ed for tht.e stteet:- necesuary for articulation. The

qiound-tloor ar-a of Llocks is olviotoily greater tha:i that of the streets which

serve tlit.m. Whey. a multiplicatlion of surface space is considered, as results

from coistruction of multistory 1,;ldIlngS, the total floor space vastly exceeds
that of the non-built-upon ground sipace represented by the streets (and some
opvn hpac,,:, . M.asur,.ermmit!; of stzeet .ki,d floor arras of adjacent buiildings
itn the acor.4,alynynqj dt aqJam:; pt ovidt- a ,-'riti.• of ratios. Plotting of these on
mapf; o)f real citi•.s (Oit-l% ,aliid Casabl.inica) ;,tovides; upatial patterns of these

A pot,'xtial military 1.alut. 1:; ant lIpated, From the attac)kers point of

view, tht. stit-ets represent !I,,- Ol)ViOUuz lincs of accessi and the bulildings
re.ze:•,nt the objectives. When. as 1-; cj oi, the building- are multistory,
it i•; the- total floor space which cart lx:rome trhe objective. Thus, from a
purely hylk)tht ical point of view, Wtic'i the streetsi ate narrow and the build-
1n1:; tall, t1he rat .io of f loXr t;jai," (;'otveztt. ally occupied by the enemy) call
fax exceed Oh,. area of thle at.-e:,5 routu,. (l i, Streets). This me.ns further

n .at the tlelI- lL•'z ha .. .1 :.,v•-I ea ovor' a con:.iderabl, amount of space while
thu eacd CI In '-;iiltt,.'d ou- t" street.

5. 4. 1 Mut Iho

"Mvl. •-.z. ,;o,! l (-I the. rwtho-l war, to artive at A ratiQ of strcet area to
flotl art'a. :i ,art i-ult , thlt tii z'am:s etaldli:;||ing that for a square meter of

;t; et tqa., !,,- t,- w.. i v x t; uart, meter s of floor space-" in the buildinga facin.•
t hat !;t rowt

Ai .xI iv] at iv,:i, i;J0. 1 r,-qulred Manilpulating previously gained data on
the- av ,' i- rt't-t st,.. h aitl t he numbelr of floort; for buildings. To
ther.: wet.- ad!le. r-ca-;urirnnts of len.;th.s of -:reet.i for each building and
"Street rrq32uIt. i.,j tiese, data (s,. Table 1(0, thN ratio of street area t.o
building floo, 'Ixea wan! ,!etermintn, try relating total street area (width time
length) to total .,ui ldinq floor area (,Ovr ived by multiplying the average
nl~u5aer of flo:r!? I,,)- the ara of ground covertNd by ljildings.)

5.4.2 Fin~t jnj,.;.

Table I t. ;.,;ints the data in order of descendiog ratio dez.sity. The
highest. rat ios occur whore concrctc-framcd buildings average seven stories high
and face stivet s which average II m wide. The lowest ratios are found where
brick buildinqs average four floors and have frontage on streets which average

20 m in width.

The ratios acquire a greater significance when plotted in a real-world
situation (the mal of Bremon, Figure 39). Ilighest ratios occur, expectedly,

in the center of the city (the old section with its high-rise buildings and
narrow streets). Two large areas of the second highest ratios are found,
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however, farther out (note that not all of the city is mapped in this example--
lower rdtio suburbs lie beyond). These second highest ratio areas result from
large arras of t.ick buildings averaging four stories high facing fairly narrow
streets. The lowest four ratios (all nearly the same values) are found both in
arid nCar the center and out at the edges.

Several military inference: are possible to take upon examination of the

areal pattern presenteC here. For one, while the center has potentially the

most difficult area, it also has some of the lowest ratio areas. This is
probably common to r-ny cities considering that the centers often have repre-
sentativws of both the old and the new. The implication is that military orera-
tions in the center of a city could be difficult in one place, easy ip another.

The presence of such a high ratio (16.2) for much of the area on the east
and north of the mapped segment is also not uncommon, representinj as it does

the lirge are-a,: of middle-hevight brick structures (mostly apartment houses)
which lie out beyond the city core. These could pose a serious threat to
ingress to the center.

The remiining lower r.atio areas are where there are such low-rise build-
ins;, as factoris, warehous;-s, and smaller residences all facing either wider
-tr ,ets or nu,•-uuilt-ulpon sp,,cts for storage, railroad tracks, etc.

Thit; analy:.is of the city is but a step toward developing a more complex
index which could indicate potential difficulty of conducting militdry opera-
tions ini cities. One addition tn the fnrwula to create the index would be the
impact of tyje ot building relative to its height. For example, each floor
of buildings with loid-bearing walls (brick) could well be a formidable obsta-
cle. !.ight-claddcd framed buildings, 1,y contrast, offer little protection to
defcnders. in tl.eir uli,('r srorcLs. Ac -ordingly, these buildings (and all
oth*,rs) coild bm given an appropriately weighted factor. Height alone may not
be. as imp'ortant as the rat.os sugge,'t. If doctrine, both defensive and offen-
sivx, called for not using or being concerned about upper floors, then a
weigqltinj factor could be introduced. The amount of weighting cculd come only
as a result of a full mnalysls of all factors. The end product, an "index of
the degree of complezity," could be applied to a number of test urban situa-

ti 1s. The results could prove to have high valu-.

5.4.3 The Casablanca Exam_.lo

The same method was employed in an analysis of Casablanca. Again street
length measurements were added to data acquired earlier and ratios were
conluted.

Some of the results were similar to those found in Bremen; some varied.
The high ratio of 39.3 (Table 17) in casablanca reflects the presence of a
larger area of tall buildings than is found in Bre;aen. Because of the rules
followed in determining9 the ratio, the tall (average 13 story) buildings,
although located on streets avetaging 20 m have enough area (both ground and
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floor space) to yield a high ratio. As befits theory, the region of these high

ratLes is located in the heart of the city (Figure 40). Areas of second high-

est ratio (22.5) are associated with high-rise apartment buildings located in

several locations outside the center. As with Bremen, there are large areas

of brick buildings with an average height of five floors and situated on aver-

age 20-m-wide streets. These form nearly 44 percet-t (in total floor area) of

all types. Low ratio areas are composed mostly of low-rise warehouse and fac-

tory areas and single-story residential structures.

For Casablanca, the sawe fiures are manipulated into a theorotical moodol

format (Figure 41). In the model, band width is proportional to the amount of

floor space of each type. Mean distance outward from the center of the city

is also cqdoyed. The model provides a better sense of order than the map.

It suggests that the most difficult (highest ratio) areas occur in the center

but that there exists a fairly low ratio area irdiately around this high

ratio core. Other high ratio ,treas occur in rings yet farther out from the

center. It may be anticipated that the construction of such models for a wide

number of cities could lead to the development of generalizations about the

structure of cities which could have possible utility to military planners.

it is quite probable that there would be relatively little variation for mod-

eled cities within a single cultural region, such as western Europe. The con-

structing of models of numerous West German cities could prove fruitful.

5.5 Oi'EN SPACE WITHIN TRY CITY

the mphAqia on line-of-sight visibility within the city has been placed on

the strects, both acroso them and along them. Another imortant component of

intra-city visibility is the open spaces. Most of these occur by design and

are ordinarily landscaped parks or areas set aside for ceremonial purposes or

to provide olpn vistas across which to view edifices which are designed to be

syrnbols of power and authority. There are classic examples of large open

spaces of parkland such as Central Park in New York. Ceremonial areas such

as Moscow's Red Square and Mexico City's 7ocolo are coamon. Landscaped back-

drops such as the Mall in Washington, DC, or near the Eifel Tower in Paris

also occur.

There is potential military significance of these open spaces in that they

are areal, angular feattres rather thtan linear, as with city streets. Accord-

ingly, several characteristics accrue. Being non-built-upon (with the excep-

tion of monuments and the like), they provide broad open fields-of-fire to and

from the buildings surrounding them. As large as they are (8.5 ha in the anal-

ysis reported on in Table 18), they provide space for the deployment of much

tools as tanks and artillery which may not i able to operate on city streets.

They also obioubly provide space for troop assembly and material storage.

Most are also capable of providing areas for helicopter landings and takeoffs.

Because of their nature, they are normally devoid of utility lines for aes-

thetic reasons althoogh trees and monu nts are often present.
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Data prutented in Table 18 weriv derived from maps of open space in the

originil work Urban _Builditji Chracteristics. Because city size varied (both
in population and area) and because the amount of area varied (the amount of
territory covered in each city waii a prodxuct of available aerial photogr~phy),
the data were standardized here by measuriiiq the open spaces only for an Area
lying with a 2-km radius tiom the :cntor ot each city.

Several measutoments Were ma,,. First, the area of each open space was
me|aured. They were counted and average areas were computed. The proportion
of total open space within th, 2-kin ,.rcle was also calculated. Their average
distance across was measurod as was the average distance separating all. open
spaces. Sav;',les of phenome.na e -r~aured aj'ear in the maps of *apple cities
from eacth roegiori (Figure 42).

The most remarkable finding (from Tahle lb) is that the open-apace charac-
turi~tics of the studied cit ,eu are &o similar. The similarities are: (1) the
tiumber of open spaces and the av.,gc s.ize show little variation; (2) the aver-
age size of ope'n spaces for ckt is in Euioje, the M.ddle East/North Africa,
and Asia is very nearly tk.e same with arv-as of 7.9, 8.1. and 9.3 ha, respec-
tiv•tly; (3) their average distaice .apart in also quite even varying only from
appioximately 3S0 to 4%(6 mi and (4) dist.an'e acrtoss also varies little ranging
from akx~ut 273 to 321 m. The two U.S. cities have both fewer and smaller open
spaces than their forr'itin c•-outerparts. Th%:s may be somewhat aberrant due to
thL physbical sett inqs of lvth SM.;s YrAn i Sco and Chair|,-ston. The fozrr is
crowded on to th, end of a hilly pentlinsula where- upace is at a premium and the
lattor h.ss an analogous j|wsition along the narrow flood plain of the Kanawha
Ra *vi. r .

The consiftency amtnd uiniversality demonstrated in the table has interesting
military ixplication,.. It ivq'li•s that opin space-as ire a dependable feature
and may be bo considered in tac:tics planning. The network (based on averaýe
distance ap~art) is also a fa-t of IKJteh:tially high value.

The few deviatinns ftcon th, norm can be readily explained. The high
average sire ti unitn in bremenn stems largely from the presence of the large

park lying within -' )m of the city center. Other cities have extraordinaraly
largep curpmonnal areas, for one reastoi or ajJother. Jerusalem has its reli-
gious areas, Madras has vestigevs of qrand city planning from British colonial
days, and Bangkok ha,; traditional certmonial oj•en-space features commonly
found in a capital city.

5.6 NATURE OF TRE URBAN PERIPHERY

Mtuch of the discussion on potentxal military operatJols in built-up areas
has concerned itself with the intensively developed center of the city.
Studies have tended to emwhasize the wi.ltiatory buildings and the relatively
narrow streets on which they are found in downtown areas. Even the conceptual
image of fighting in cities, as gained from World War 1I vxperience aind from
watching film footage of fighting in such places as Stalingrad and Berlin, has
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qenezally been orie of the uiban ervironmnent as being composed of tall buildings
(usually of masoruy construction) with no setback from the street. Much of the
tactics planning and the develolment uf docttine has also posited the urban
e.vizoVtient i•n this way.

Increai4ijgly, a need is being expressed to consider the whole city, that
is the ontiic metropolithn area comprising not Just the conc6ntrated center

but all of its other comjnents ais well. The metropolitan area (defined as
the entire contiquounly built-up area) is comosed of city center, industrial
districts, open spaces, engulfed, once-independent urbat, centers, large areas
of housing and their commcrcial sorvice clustors, and "outer cities" (those
planned concentrations of residences, offices, factories, etc., found usually
near the periphery of major cities). Several coupelling reasons have been
brought forth by military planners which suggest that there is a strong need
to gain a better understanding of all of the ccaponernt parts of metropolitar

Tharv iti fi:st the suspicion xhat adheture can no longer be given to thO

traditional doctrine that fiýhtinq ir, cities snould be avoided. This uncer-
tainty stems from the 6iAeAC fact that cities have so much total area that
they block prciocted roureways across the countryside. This is indeed inher-
ently true when it is considereA that not only have cities expanded areally
but that thty are occupying ever larger proport-ons of level, easily crossed
tt'r a-3n. Acid io this the further concomitant characteristics that cities, by
natire, are often located at scme• strategic juction point such as a road

junction or river crossing. Izn such a position, these expanded metropolitan
area3 sit astride the natural routewsys, blocking advanc? or retreat.

As a corollary to expanded areal size, there is the fact tLat even if
city conters can Ix. avoided there may still be a necessity to conduct some

mlý!x.ary ol-rati.inti at the rdqe of a. city in the very process of trying to get
around it. At the vr(iy least. certain outliers of urban development may sit
astride a pro)ected route. The physical nature of these outlying urban areas
Is quite varied ranging from agricultural villages to industrial coplexe6. A
kr.owle.qW of thezr. ii essential to military planning.

Yet another concern for the peril !wry of cities is the announced doctrine
4>f the Soviets titemeslcy, 1977) that, in the ,event af conflict in northern

Europ,, they would attecIpt to take, hold, and fortify the edges of cities to

prevent .. T.W forces from penetrating into the hearts of citie& to use them as
defensi,: bastions. Fvaluations of the edges of these cities could provide
vital bdckground inforiALion for the preparation of contingency planning.

In a similar vein, there is a need to know what urban features would be
encountered in advancing into the core of the city from the periphery. Spotial

patterns and buildinq morpholo-'y "rracteristics need to be known, at least in
a theoretical way, in order to know wtuV to anticipate in an actual situation.

Finally, there is the comprehensive ',sirt to attain a synoptic view of
all of the environments which o,_ur in wtropolira.. .areas Lecause it cannot

be known what, if any, section of the city cAn ig9nored, all #rnv!rnqwnts
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nust Lw examined. And, not only must the characterist ics of each elenmnt of
the metropolitan area be known but the spatial relationships among them must
be knwpn as wll.

5.6.1 Method

The concept of declinis.g builditgq a.d land-use densities from the center

of a city outward is universal. Required to quantification of this concept

to provide a bas for making repicative generalizations to be ermployed in

military planning. The accepted method for making these required measurements
is to arlineate features of interest or% maps arid then to measure .nd analyze
these,. This in turn involves deteimination of the spatial patterns enicoun-
tered a-d measurements of the morpluological charectaristic3 of the urban fea-
tures involved.

The followinq maps, diagrams, and tables (Figures 43 through 50 and
Tables 19 through 21) are cxamles of various types of measurements of urban
peripheral phenomena for several spatial and morphologiral characteristics.
In the process, several moasurem&nt and graphic techniques are introduced.

The nature of the buildxr.g tyýos and their quantities which are found
along a transobt line from city edge to center is expressed in Figures 43, 44,
and 45. Two views of the city are shown. In the upper is a gore from a con-
centri-c r'ng •-e. The lov.cr :. a i.roI"le cf •ilding haight free city 6d'je
to city center. The height i. in accordance with the scale on the left; the
width (in both profile and gore) was determined by the amount of area of each
building type *n a ci'.y. The distance outward from the cu-iter was obtained by
calculating thte mean di,.tarioe of all units of a type from the city center.

The ustablishing of meaningtul genexallrations on the patterns expressed
would require the construction of 11) of these modelp. Sca characteristics
are, how'cver, suggested in those presented. There are certain commonalities
in the modcls of Casablanca and Bier-n. 11oth have tall, "narrow" centers and
both have wide areas of low, brick structures around the center. Both also

have a blip of t.all structures about halfway out to the edge and both have
large areas of mediuzm-height concrete structures at the periphery. Even though
those two cities occupy quite different environments, both are products of

European c'rncepts and planninga Casablanca's extensive growth in this century
is almost totally a product of French involvement at a time when Morocco was,
in fact, an integral part of the economy of France. both cities have large
areas of brick apartment buildingn lying just outside the center and both have
areas of modern apartments of contrete construction located near the periphery.

These two cities are quite different than the graphed data for San Francisco
which hds, ewpe.ctedly, a taller and more extensive ccmiercial core. This core
actually is composed of two slightly separated centers, the latter listed as

steel (light clad) separated by an area of lower wooden and brick buildings.
The heiqnt of tCi profile quickly drops off to one and two stories all the way
out to the edge. Some of these structures are concrete tilt-ups, located in
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Table 19. San Jose's Urban Exclaves and Vacant Lands

1978

Average Total Percent
Type of Area No. Area (haJ Area (ha) of Total

Contiguously Built-Up 1,379 6.3
San Jose

Exclaves
Satellite Towns 7 '72 501 3.1
Concentral ed Urban 48 57 2,752 16.6
Sparse S. t t ments 51 14 719 4.3

Exclaves Total 106 37 3,972 24.0

Vacant Land Among
Exclaves Lying between
Contiguous San Jose and
Line Connecting Exclaves 1 - 11213 67.7

Total 108 - 16,564

1-
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Table 20. Pattern Analysis of
San Jose's Urban Exvlavei

and Vacant ands

1978

Average

Nwuber of Total Average Percent of Distance
Naajrewmnts Exelaves Area (ha) Area (ha) Total Area Cutward (m)*

EXCLAVES
First RAng

of Excltvds 15 1769 118 46.6 263

Second Ring

of Exclaves 25 487 19 12.8 1.720

Third Ring
of Exclaves 23 754 33 19.8 3,104

Fourth Ring
of Exclaves
and Beyond 36 790 22 20.8 3,752

*Average dibtance of all units in ring fro Contiguously Buitt-up San Jose.

Average distance between nearest neighLmor- 268 a
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Table 21. Spatial Characteristics of Contiguously
Iluilt-Up Area of Bremen and Its Environs

Type of Mean Area Total Area
Area No. (ha) (ha)

Contiguously
Built-Up Area 5,182.5

Fxclaves 33 89.8 2,964.2

A. Mean distance of nearest exclaves
from contiguously built-up Bremen . 615.4 a

B. Mean distance between oxclaves
(nearest neighbors) ................ 547.8 m

industrial parks, but most are simply representative of the vast area of single-
family residential sprawl which occupies such a large amount of space in U.S.
citiet.. Such extensive coverage of the land is either precluded by a poor
economy in the case of Casablanca, or by administrative decree in Bremen. The
periphery of U.S. cities is always ragged and han lower building densities
than is common in much of the rest of the world, although there are examples of
U.S.-typo urban sprawl in Latin America.

There is considerable potential military application of models such as
these. The profile view is especially interesting to planners of air opera-
tions. They have a special need to know the height and location of tall build-
ings. Models help to develop generalizations about navigation hazards and
potential sites for enemy firing positions. The gore models could serve a use-
ful purpose for planners of both tactics and logistics.

5.6.2 Character of the Urban Periphery

The urban periphery is a dynamically and rapidly changing phenomenon
becaure of extremely rapid growth which has occurred in cities throughout the
world since World War II. A good example is San Jose, Costs Rica (Figures 4b
and 47). During the period from 1945 to 1965, the urbanized area increased
by some 21 km. The rate increased rapidly during the next twelve-year period
(1965 to 1977) when the urbanized area added some 42 move km2 . Much of this
growth was in the form of large planned urban units. Some were accretions to
the existing contiguously built-up area, but many ware in the form of detached
urban exclaves lying trom one to a few kilometers away.

Examination of the situation in 1978 (Fiqure 48) in San Jose, Cost& Rica,
reveals the nature of these outlying urban units. The satellite towns are
older, well-developed communities. These have well-established, high
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building-density centers and are but smaller versions of the old center of the

central city. High-density ("fully urban") develomients occur both at the edge

of these old satellite centers and in isolated niew developments. The term

fully urbatt is used to indicate that they have building densities fully as con-

centrated aH those of thl central city. Many are planned, residential tracts

with a full street network and have aecoamlanying land uses such as shopping

centers and schoolsj. The low-dunsity e-xclaves are those areas where hou"s %

have been placed, in a string fashion, alony roads. While often facing one

another across roads, the "urbanization" in only one house deep.

A fact of key military importance is the largo numbler of exclaves (see

Table 19). The presence of 106 exclaves for such a relatively smnall city is

important if it is considered that these exclaves could, if fortified, form

a formildble bAriler to A force atLemptingj to advance from the countryside
to the city center. Also. they are large enough (at a 37 ha average) to foru

a considerable impediment. 'his is especially triae when it is realized that
they occupy positions along major access roads in and out of the city.

The line connect i'g the outet'rrmrt of these exclaves contains a considera-

ble aumunt of oper. area lying amcon9 the exclaves. This space has, potentially,
both advantages and disadvantages. It is open area and thus allows more room

for military hardware and troops to operate. But, it also represents open
fields-of-fire for the defenders located in the exclaves. In a sense, the
exc•aves could perhaps be thought of, in thu, terminology of traditional forti-

fications, as "redouUbts." The open space in between might be thought of as a

series of "moats," or more provocatively, as areas of "no-man's-land."

The not ion of exclaves and ope-n space as "redoubts" arnd "moats" is ampli-

fied in Figure 49. In this map, the same data from the previous map were
employed, but in this case an attempt was nade to see if successive rings of
urban exclavos coull be identified. Linen were drawn to connect them and
measuromunts were made (Table 20). As might be expected, the average size of

the innermost exclaves was larger than those farther out. These units are
older and thus more coaiqletely developed. Yxclaves in the second, third, and
fourth rings wre more nearly the same in size, reflecting their character as

housing developments and the like.

A figure of some significance is the 268-m average distance separating
all exclaves. This suggests that, on the average, virtually all of the open
space amnong exclaves is within range of even small arms fire.

A final characteristic demonstrated on the map is the shape ard size of
the rings of open space. While this is a contrivance from reality because of
the presence of other open space between U.w exclaves, it doer serve to show
something of the nature of the fields-of-fire to be anticipated. The local
variation on urban growth has caused there to be very narrow bands on the

southern and eastern sides of the city (thoseu parts developed first) as opposed
to the wide bands to the west side where large new urban exclaves are currently
under developsint. The delineation of spatial data of this sort for a wide
variety of cities would result in the identification of regional types. They

could then serve a supportive role to military planning.
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Comparison with one other city, Bremen, (Figure 50) illustrates the strong
ct.atrasts possible between cities of one culture and another. European city
planners have been much more restrictive, generally, than their counterparts in
the U.S. and Latir America. Agricultural land in Europe has been held to be
inviolate and is not considered as a commodity from which a quick (anit final)
profit can be made.

Examination of the r'apped patterns for Bremen, (Figure 50) and San Jose,
Costa Rica. (Figure 48) demonstrates the point. Urban development in the rural
hinterland of San Jose has occurred so rapidly and to such a high degree that
the total area of exclaves (3,972 ha) is nearly three times that of the con-
tiguously built-up area (Table 19). For Brumen (Table 21), by conteast, the
contiguuusly built-up area (5,183 ha) is far larger than the exclaves (2,964
ha). Not only is the exclave area large in total but the average size for
Bremen, at V9 ha, is larger than San Jose's 37 ha average. Mean distance of
exclaves from the contiguously built-up areas and mean distance between exclaves
(ncarest neighbors) is fairly close.

The' military implications are clear. Cities with a looser control of
peripheral growth, such as San Jose, provide xar more potential impeiments to
ingress than would be true for cities of the Bremen type. There are more
"redoubts" and more open fields-of-fire controlled by these. On the other

hand, the more solid phalanx prestnted by the outer boundary of urbanization by
a Sromicr:-type city could be addressed by a variety of weapons systems including
ormor, artillery, and aircraft all operating from within the open countryside.
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6.0 CONCLUSrOtS

The conclusions reached result from: (1) intensivo study during the con-
tract period, (2) pseparing end deliverino reports of findings to NSWC, (3) meet-
ings of the Military Operations PR.search Society, and (4) conferring formally

and informally with colleagues in the "A community. Much of the study has

been exploratory and Accordingl), some of the conclusions are tentative. Most,

however, are positive. Othet tentative conclusions, for subjects as yet not

fully explored, are gjivcn with ceztain caveats.

Conclusions are arranged in accordance with the chapter outline of the
study; each section is preceded by comprehensive conclusions. Subheads indi-

cate the! areas. Application of these 4-onclusions has led to the formulation of
a series of recacmendations which appear in the following chapter.

6.1 COI)PRLIIENSIVY CONCLUSIONS

The most general finding &nd conclusion is that the study items specified
in the contract are of vital importance to MCreA interests. These items address
key questions concerning the urban environment as a potential locale for mili-

tary operations.

Most imxrtant is the overall consideration that urban buildings should not
be treated out of context. While tle study does examine the physical character-
istics of buildings in detail and presents these in proper analytical format, a
greater gain is achieve3 by re!atinq all buildings to their immedlate environ-

ment. Thus, the dimensions of str,'ets or squares on which building are located
need to be known In order for military planners to prescribe appropriate weapons
and tactic-,.

The conclusion is reached that the orgaiiiz.ation of the study serves. am
well as possible at thig time, to meet these needs. The architectural details
in chapter 3.0 provide necessary information on the relationship of building
style tj such characteristics as venting and interior arrangements. The data

offered on walls and partitions in Chapter 4.0 are required as background for
weapons design and testing and for ta tics development. The findings in Chap-
ter 5.0 on spatial patterns provide a base for what could be extremely impor-
tant work in tite next phase of MOBA considerations.

The second m-.Jor comprehensive conclusion is that more emphasis should be
placod on obsurved and measured universality among cities of the world than on

local differences. Although certain local distinctiveness in architectural
form occurs due to the use of regional building materials, construction tech-
niques. customs and traditions, these are but local variants of more general
building design parameters. The greatest variation is seen in construction of
detached housing, an enterprise which closely relates to local customs and modes
of living.
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First, among the conditions which support the notion of univirsality, is
the need for all buildings simply to stand and to resist vertical and horizontal
stresses successfully as veil as providing protection from the elemnts. In
addition, a very high proportion of all buildings in cities of the developing
world have either been built by European or American firms or their design and
construction have followed standards set by developed nations.

A second universal parameter is that buildings are constructed to serve
but a relatively few types of functions and that design and constructional
types are in accord with the intended function wherever buildings are erected.
Exwales are; high-rise office structures all of which conform to certain
standards in their provision of interior space for office functions; hotels
everywhere are concerned with providing uniform size guest room space; and
warehouses serve storage functions.

In addition to the functions of individual buildings, functional zones
within cities demonstrate nearly the same characteristics everywhere. The
binding principles of such things as access to rail transportation for hand-
ling induatrial and storage functions and the requisite agglomeration econo-
miem which obtain for retail establislments in central business districts are
also everywhere applicable. As one example. space devoted to the public sector
in the form of streets is invariably small in downtown areas where land values
are the hLghest found anywhere in the city.

A third universal parameter is tl. desire and need to be cost-effective
in building. ThiR is obvious, considering that provision of space is but one
of the costs of doing business. For modern construction particularly, struc-
tural engineers have identified minimtrm safe levels of strength required to
serve particular needs and they generally do not prescribe using material and
methods which exceed these levels.

The third comp-rehensive conclusion is simply that in the course of con-
ducting this study several gaps in knowledge of the city surftced. If military
planning is to be conducted which will allow for all the possible manifestations
of urban fighting, nuwrous aspects of cities aast be axtmined in detail. Con-
clusions must then be drawn from these and placed into a program comprising
such important military considerations as weapons design and testing, tactics
and doctrine development, and logistics and ceam-nications planning.

6.2 CONCIAISION. ON ARChI TECTP,,L CHAMC"ERISTICS

Several conclusions were reached. Some emerge from the measurements made;
others concern methodology and approach to the subject.

The most comprehensive conclusion is that the distinction between framed
and frameless 4uildings offered in the first report, Urban Building Chracter-
istics, is sound and has several advantages. First, it has the valuable
quality of establishing in words the significant distinction (for military
purposes) which exists between the thick, load-bearing walls of the frimless
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structures as opposed to the implicitly thin walls of the framed structures.
Considering the current importance attached to the necessity of breaching walls.
this distinction is highly valuable. Second, the considerable number of field
observations made in several countries by the author in and since the last
study confirms that the classification system works with real-world cases.
Further, the system has the desired attributes of being simple and direct.
These arc absolutely essential when in the field with all of its inherent dis-
tractions of traffic, street activity, and signs. In practice in the field,
the basis of the system--frameless or framed--is applied as a first test. The
clues developed in the earlier work are then applied in a verification proce-
dure. Once the basic distinction has been Sa-e, other clues are entered into
the classification procedure to place a given building more discretely.

The second major conclusicn states that there exists everywhere a binding
relationship between a building's morphology (structure) and its function.
Dismissing the conversion of older structuies to soce function other than that
for which they were intended, buildings everywhere were designed to serve a
particular function and selection of the most appropriate form of construction
for that function was involved in all cases. Thus, wall and slab (box-wall
principle) structures are used for human habitation such as hotels and apart-
ments, concrete-framed buildings are used for offices, stores, etc., and tilt-
ups are used for storage and light industry. Some variations do occur, depend-
ing on local costs and available technology. For instance, concrete framinq
is used for the construction of warehouses in countries where labor is low cost
and tilt-up techniques are not available.

The relationship between morphology and function also manifests itself in
several particulars concerning buildings. For one .- ample, the form of venting
on the one hand reflects what is possible with a certain style of construction
arn on the other on the needs of the intended function. Arrangement of build-
ing interiors is another example. The setting also shows a relationship.
Buildings for light industry are usually set apart from one another in order
to provide needed space for outside storage of raw materials and finished
products.

Another conclusion related to function is tne universil occurrence of
broad venting at street level for buildings facing coenercial streets. This
coeprises most of the streets in a downtown area plus outlying business arte-
rials. An awareness of this phenomenon has a potentially very significant
impact on planning for such possibilities as the use of shoulder-carried
assault weapons. For a large part of the downtown area, at street level, there
is little requirement for wall breaching.

Yet another conclusion on the relationship between morphology and function
is the accord noted which exists between building exteriors and interiors. by
"reading" the character of the exterior, it is possible to predict with a high
degree of probability the nature of the interior. This "reading" requires
placing into proper context observed information on both structures and fuwc-
tion. in looking at a hotel, for instance, after having identified its struc-

ture as being (in this case) a heavy-cladded steel/concrete-framed structure
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and observing the pattern of the windows and determining that there is one per
quest room, it is but a matter of reason to infer the arrangeownt of these
rooms and the articulating hallways.

Of further import is the fact that building interior designs are made in
accordance with certain standards prescribed by building designers. Reference
books, compiled for the use of these designers, specify such critical facts as
the number of square feet desired for all possible room functions. Guest rooms
in hotels, officen designed to accomodate x number of workers, and required
space to conduct business and industrial functions are but a few examles.
Further, there is very little deviation from these standards anywhere in the
modern world.

Another conclusion concerns the incidence and importance of buildings fac-

ing street intersections. in numrous observed cases, buildings at stro - cor-
ners have angled facades, that is, at 45-degree angles. The architectu .! goal
here is to break the harsh appearance of squared corners, to enhance building
style in an otherwise lackluster setting, to provide more light for large
corner rooms, and to provide a ground-floor entrance which is more attractive
to potential customers than an ordinary corner. The greater field of view
possible from such corner positions overlooking the intersection is potentially
of key importance in planninq for military tactics.

The conclusion states further that such corner situations are found both
in frameless and in framed buildings. Origins are related, however, to masonry
structures which incorporated strurtural strength with design, as is discussed
In the main body of the text.

6.3 COHCLUSIONS ON WALLS AND PARTITIONS

Conclusions about such physical things as walls and partitions are derived
from evaluation of measurements of their dimensions. Taken from published
sources in part and from field observation in part, the body of data is well
defined.

A prijmary conclusion is that, for the materials identified in the early
report, a definite order exists. Brick walls, for instance, are constructed
in virtually the same m&nner everywhere with the only variables being the
dimensions of the bricks employed and the form of bonding used. Adherence
must still be given to standards of thickness to maintain strwctural integrity.
The rule is followed everywhere that such mass-constructed wells mast be
thicker at the base than in upper floors and that progressive rates of thickeai-
ing are followed with increasing building height.

Universals also obtain for cladding of frawed buildings, both heavy and
light. Even though such cladding In not weight-bearing, it still mast provide
a certain stiffening (for the heavy-cladded steel-framed buildings) and must
adequately protect againpt the weather. Accordingly, their composition and
thicknesses follow certain prescribed levels. A subconclusion, and a someWhat
tentative one, is that an increasing number of the newest concrete-framed
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buildings have had a fairly heavy cladding applied to them. The reasons are
partly for style and partly to make these buildings more energy efficient
whether that be for retarding heat loss or gain.

Another major conclusion is that knowledge of the city has now reached a
point where it is possible to determine the extent ot wall breaching which
might be necessary in MOBA activity. The proportion of walls to windows is
recorded in the text for a wide variety of buildings. Interaction with the
known locations of these buildings (from the previous study) can produce the
kind of information needed by tactics planners to estimate just how much breach-
ing might be necessary in an actual combat situation. The tentative offering
is that not as much breaching is required as had been previously thought. This
is so in part because of thw high proportion of glaring in the downtown areas.
In addition those mass construction buildings, zuch d- concrete-walled factory
and warehouse buildings in outlying sections of the city are generally found in
settings which are open enough to permit the use of some other weapon such as
artillery, armor, or air support.

The greatest requirement for wall breaching might veIl come in areas just
outward from the commercial district6 of citiLs it. such areas as apartment
buildings, with their small proportion of glazinS, or in certain warehouse and
light industrial functions located at the edgt of the central business district.
Yet another need is where windowless sidewalls of buildings have been exposed
after neighborinq buildings have been razed. Ur, there i.s a potential need for
breaching through sidewalls in going from one building to another.

Concerning building interiors, there is the conclusion that partitions, as
im the case with exterior walls, demonstrate an order in dimensions and in the
nature of materials used. These are wiversal in response to the need to accom-
plish the task of enclosing interior spice in the most cost-effective way. All
are reasonably light in construction and easily peretrated.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS ON SPATIAL PATERRNS

Conclusions here ret llct the concern of the chapter for examining and msa- F
suring the spatial patterns of urban features. Represented here are conclu-
sions, or generalizations, derived from looking at the configuration of the
city in new ways. Conventional studies offer little guidance.

The basic conclusion is that there are identifiable and measurable spatial
patterns within the city and that they display an observed order. Measured
factors include such olmvious things as street widths and the not so obvious
networks of open spaces and the peculiarities of lines-of-siqht and angles of
obliquity. Militarily useful generalir;ations result when these measurements
are aggregated and analyzed.

The more specific conclusion concerning line-of-sight is that a definable
and replicative order exists for each functional-cum-morphological type of
area. Thus, average lines-of-sight are generally uniform for such functional/
morphological areas as central business districts, wholesale/light-industry
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areas, and various types of residences. It is of special value to note that
little variation is seen among cities everywhere, especially within a single

cultural/economic region, e.g,, the Middle East.

A related conclusion is that there is a high degree of order connected with
the p'enomenon of open space within the city. Regardless of the region of the
world, open spaces occupy about the saw proportion of total space for all cit-
ies, are about the same size, and occur with about the same spatial frequency.
The obvious inference to be taken here is tlat these open spaces have a pattern
which may be relied upon as a constant in military planning. Their potential
as staging areas and suitability for air operations is high. They also come
into play in consideration of fields-of-fire.

Continuing the theme of line-of-sight analysis, evaluation of measurements
made in the study confirms that an order exists for both along-the-street and
across-the-street line-of-sxght distances. Street widths and patterns of
street configurations are related to functional and morphological zones within
the city. They achieve this universal order because of the nearly similar
response everywtere to such stimuli as the desire to obtain maxiimm utility of
surface space. For exazple, street widths in downtown areas are as narrow as
possible tv save high-value space for buildings. Street confiqurations are the
product of planning (or the lack of it) at various periods in history. Curving
streets result ii, one instance from a haphazard medieval development and from
another in a modern ouburb planned with aesthotics and traffic control primarily
in Mund.

A special findin comres forth from the study concerning the potential util-
ity of a shoulder-carried assault weapon in concentrated sections of the city.
In a hypothetical case, where street widths are narrower than the minimum arixing
distance and where a limit or. angle of obliquity is established, it emerges that
thero are some sections of some cities where such a weapon could not be used.
Not, at least, without making :ertain modifications such as firing at a target
across the street from an enclosed room or from a rooftop location.

Mother bioad area of conclusions concerns the vast area of the peripheries
of cities. A general conclusion is that the pattern of outlying developzsents,
outside the contiguous mass of the city, varies regionally. Countries which
exercise little control over urban development in the countryside (including
the U.S.) have numerous isoiated urban exclaves lying just beyond the main body
of the city. Other countries, with a standing tradition of not violating food-
producing adjacent agricultural land, have restrained such developments.
Germany, the study exmaple, has allowed only controlled developments and these
are primarily accretions to the already built-up area. Socm outlying conversion
of land use from rural to urban does occur, however, and these often result in
the tying of existing rural villages to the main body of the city by string
development along roads. And, in some instances, in response to a high dmand
for single-famlly housing, housing tracts have been allnwed to be built in the
countryside.

A tentative conclusion is that a knowledge of these peripheral patternt
could serve useful military purposes. Avenues of approach to a city must
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consider tho existence of outlying urban exclaves. These exclaves could wll
serve as "redoubts" in a d6fensive posture. By definition, they often sit
astride major avenues of traffic and cominunication. Between these islands of
urbanization are open areas which must be crossed in moving on a city. That
such open areas may be hazardous needs to be considered.

A further tentative conclusion concerning these urban exclaves is that
they exhibit some sense of replicative order, at least vithin regions. Further
study is required for confirmation.
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B.0 RECO(EMATIONS

The reco mendations offered here are a natural outgrowth of the conclusions
which, in turn, were based upon an evaluation of all of the data presented in
the study. The recommendations are placed in the three groups of (1) full
consideration of all aspects of the urban environment, (2) weapons development
and testing, and (3) tactics planning and design.

7. 1 FULL CONSIDERATION OF THE URBAN ENVIRS4ENT

Responding to the origi.aal stated need to learn more about the nature of

walls in order to know what was required to breach them, this study and the

previous one produced information on wall composition and dimensions. In mak-

ing the required investigation, however, it was discovered that large areas of

walls as potential targets do not occur everywhere in the city. Accordingly,

it was concluded that they may not present the degree of problem that was origi-
nally envisioned.

This is not to state, however, that wall breaching would not be required

in a MOBA operation. Rather, the specific recommendation is offered that there

is a need to be able to estimate just how much breaching could be necessary and
where within the metropolitan area this would occur. We already know the gen--
oral locales. In downtown areas these would be in instances where solid walls

have been exposed or where it might be desirable to penetrate the sidewall of

one building from within another building. in areas outsLide the down-towra,

larger, unvented wall surfaces are associated with nonbusiness functions, such

as apartments and warehouses. Thus, there is a need to manipulate data thus

far gathered and add enough extra data to be able to plot on maps of test cities
the areas where the highest probability of wall breaching would be necessary.

This information would bo extremely valuable to MOBA plannint. in general and in

particular to weapons design, tactics planning, and logistics planning.

A subdivision of this recommendation is the suggestion that the nature of

the setting of buildings should be examined relative to the difficulty of

breaching their walls. That is, for each type of construction there proves to

he a recognizable spatial pattern. For example, many modern high-rise build-

ings are free-standing, not abutted to their neighbors as was cormon earlier.

Brick buildings, by contrast, are usually on fairly narrow streets and touch
each other as they face the street. Close examination of these situations

could produca spatial data (in map and tabular form) which woul4 aid military

planners in handling problems of minimum arming distance, warhead capability,
and angle of obliquity.

Another recommendation is that full consideration should be given to the
remarkably zeplicative patterns associated with open spaces. Their number, pro-

portion of space occupied, size, and placement are so neaxly uniform that am.

practical use of this phenomenon can surely be made.
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It is further recommended that the information provided in the report on
line-of-sight distances, both along and across streets, be fully implemented
in the planning process. The two figures might be used in tandem in the crea-
tion of an index of difficulty of operations. Application of the method devel-
oped to more cities in general and to key cities in particular could well be a
wise investment.

The findings obtained from examining test cases of urban peripheries should
alao be placed into the military planning process. In particular, the concept
of urban exclaves serving as potential fortified 'redoubts" could have merit and
should be pursued for more cases. Related is the problm of the intervening
open spaces which would have to be crossed in advancing upon a city. The degree
of hazard, or opportunity, these might present, deserves investigation. Such
data as the distances across these open areas could be placed into a military
use context to address problems of range, armor movement, potential air opera-
tions, and cover for infantry. Of particular value would be examination of
enough additional cities, representing various regions of the world. which
would lead to the development of regional types. Such information could be
especially useful to USWC global planning.

In a similar vein, another recome-ndation would be the use of the gores
and profiles of modeled situations in the study as an aid in planning for
ingress and egress. Potential users of this information are both ground forces
and air-support forces. The generalized format of the data would serve well
for aw ter planning and for generalized training and doctrine development.

A final recomanndation on the spatial character of the city concerns the
examination and consideration of the phenomenon, revealed in the study, of the
nhape of buildings at street intersections. While only a minor variation archi-
tecturally, awareness of thas situation could be very important to movement of
personnel And vehicles along city streets. While the nature of the phencmenon
has been identified here, there is a clear call for making absolute observations
in the field in key areas and producing charts which would reveal the cones of
vision and fire. Further analysis would lead to the flagging of areas of great-
est hazard or porsibility for both offense and defense.

7.2 WEAPONS DEVLOPMEENT AND TESTING

Evaluation of the data in the report leads to the following recomenda-
tions concerning such aspects of weapons as uinimum araing distance, angles of
obliquity, firing positions, warheads, sights, and right-hand versus left-hand
usability.*

The general recommendation, as seen clearly from the study, is that wee-
pons should be tested in as realistic a simulation of real-world urban situa-
tions as possible. This rscondation is broken down into the two subdivisions

'Capt. Adolph Carlson, USA, from the Infantry School, Fort BDening, has studied
this probem in detail.
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of (1) testing againi nll types of targets, and (2) in all types of environmen-

tel situations.

Looktng first at targets, it is rocomended that the following test activi-
ties be conducted. Firdt, all the types of walls described and measured in the
study should be made into simulated targets, and test firings against them should
be conducted. This recoimmndation is broadesied to include a variety of wnapons
in addition to the shoulder-carried assault weapon. The result of such testing
would be to match the tool to the taskl the wapon to the wall material. Thts,
test firings should be made against the various thicknesses of mass walls and
the various types of cladding for framed buildings. For the former, thick stone
walls might either be ignored--because of their rarity--or simply relegated to
heavy weapons. Brick wall targets, though. should be constructed in thicknesses
ranging from the "three-brick" wall (3 headers) to a "five-brick" wall. Respec-
tive thicknesses are 30 to 50 cm. Considering further that most bricks outside
the U.S. have a larger unit size, the recomendation is that targets be con-
structed with "four-brick" walls having a total width (including mortar) of
approximately 45 cm. While constructing such target walls is expensive, these
widths are comon for the great number of multistory brick structures which are
found so widely virtually everywhere in the world. The thinner walls (the
30-cm variety) also need to be tested as they would come into play in the vast
brick structure residential areas of the world's cities.

Concrcte walls are also inmportant. They occur in reinforced mass construc-
tion forms of several typms of buildings and are universal in their occurrence.
The thicker, more heavily reinforced ones are found in mass-construction (load-
bearing) buildings. Here. thicknesses reach 25 cm. Lighter ones, in the wall
and slab structures and the tilt-ups, are as narrow as 15 cm.

Poinforcement bar thickness and density vary widely and are prescribed In
response to anticipated building loads. Conservative testing. however, would
suggest that bar thickness be as large as number 5 (5/8ths of an inch) and that
densities be at least 10 in. centers. A single mat, placed in the center of
the wall, is considered tc be sufficient fcr walls up to 20 cm thick but for
those beyond there should be a double mat, each place*- just beneath the outer
a•nd inner surfaces.

A naJor concern uncovered in the course of the stuJy, huwaver, is the
recognition of the potential difficulty posed by the various forms of cladding
on framed structures. First, in keeping with the large proportion these struc-
tures form of all buildings, any problems posed by these walls is comon and
universal. Second. the strength (resistance to penetration) of these walls
could be greater than had been previously realised. For example, the variety
of materials employed in the making of heavy cladding walls of the early steel/
concrete-framed buildings could present a problem. It is recemanded that
walls of this sort be constructed and fired against to determine just what
effect the combination of bricks, insulation, hollow tile, srud interior finish
material have on various projectiles. A further concern is the thicker than
anticipated agqregate concrete cladding being placed on many of the new concrete-
framed buildings. Although not load-bearing, they are nonetheless as thick as
20 cm, not counting layers of insulation and inside surfacing materials.
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Furthermore, since many of them are placed at angles other than parallel with

the street (for decorative purposes and sun shading), they present unusual angles
of attack when viewed from street levels. Simulation testing could be valuable
to determine such characteristics as deflection.

Consideration in a testing procedure should also be given even to the lightest

of the light cladding materials. It would be Interesting to know the effects
of thin materials (glass, plastic, insulation, metal) placed together, as they

often are, in coquosit combinations. What tools are required to penetrate them,
what happens to the projectile, and what damage ensues are questions which could
be answered.

Another recommendation involvos building venting and its relationship to
weapon testing. (Reference should be made to tables in the text which provide

t the proportions of the exterior walls of various types of buildings which are
vented.) First, awareness of the amount of nonvented wall (and nct part of the
frame for framed buildings) is useful in knowing the amount of wall surface to
consider as a targ, t. second, sitce these proportions vary with function as
well as structure, the application of functional zone models to cities can serve
to flag in advance locations within cities of potential wall targets.

Another value cf data on windo. venting relates to weapon sighting. The
absolute and relative sizes of windows and related ahgles of obliquity have a
bearing on the ability to hit them, presuming they could be targets.

It is thus recommended that a variety of window and door types be set up

for test !irinq purposes. Ideally. windows should be placed both at ground-floor
level and for one or two upper floors as umll in order to evaluate best the prob-
lem of the vertical aspect of sighting.

A related s-iggestion is the possibility of building multistory test buildings
in which the floor/ceiling of a floor above is visible through a window on the

floor below. Test firing could then be conducted through the window with the
intent of hitting the ceiling (floor of the story above). Composition and
dimensions of these floor/ceilings are known and could he us" in the design of
such a target.

A type of target which has received little attention thus far in MOBA con-
siderations is the interior partition. By definition, of course, these are
easily penetratedi the term wall breaching hardly seems appropriate. Yet, if

troops were to be engaged inside buildings, the need for moving from one room
to another could very well require going through these walls. Again, materials
and dimensions are provided in this study and could be used to construct tar-
gets. It would seem valuable to /establish the most cost-beneficial means to
accxxqlish the task. /

/-°i

The second major area of concern falling under the heading of weapons

testing is that of giving full conuiderati..n to the nature of the environment
in which particular types of targets are found in real-world situations. For
ezaipl*, firing at bri'ck buildings should be conducted in the kind of environ-
ment in which they are most cxonly found. For instance, these buildings are
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commonly located along narrow streets. This being the case, there is a call for
firing head-on from distances of not more than 25 m. In addition, high angles

of obliquity are the rule and firings should be made which test these. Similarly,
all building types have associated environments suggesting a variety of firing

distances and angles.

A recommended general technique to approach the problem would be to conduct
a controlled test covering the whole range of relationships between minimum
arming distances and angles of obliquity against all types of targets. The
findings could then be matched to probable occurrences of all possible situations
i reality.

In a similar vein, ranges and accuracy should be tested invoking along-street
horizontal lines-of-sighti the parameters again being derived from real situations.

A possible result may be that characteristics of warheads and propellants could
be matched to different types of situations.

I. Another area cf coomnon concern in MOBA, that of firing from within rooms,
should be addressed in accordance with data supplied. As has been demonstrated,
in the narrowest of city street situations, there are instances when a shoulder-

carried assault weapon might not be able to be used at all from the street. An
approach to the problem would be to invoke the cones of possible fire (examples
of which are demonstrated in this study) Into a model which would determine the

number of poss~ib¾ firing positions possible for a given situation. These findings
could then be related to known average room sizes to determine if within-the-room

firinq was possible.

7.3 TACTICS PLANNING AND DESIGN

Many of the characteristics of the city brought forth in this study have
broader potential application than just the design and use of a single weapon.

many of these characteri~titcs are spatial in nature and can be related to the
general field of tactics in which all minners of tasks and solutions are inqolved.
A number of rocotwinndations can be extracted from the nature of cities as inferred
by evaluation of the data.

general reccwwemndation is that the models of city characteristics should
be employed in devising means for either advancing upon a city or defending it.
A knowledge of such broad characteristics as the existence of rings of brick
buildings surrounding the core could be employed in such planning. The network
of open spaces is another.

Several specific recotmendations are offered as well. One concerns the

employment of data on the configurations and dimensions of building interiors
demonstrated in the study. These plans, considered relative to their incidence
of occurrence, could be used in thtoretical planning and for the conLtruction
of table-top models and training centers. Simulations of buildings actually
found in cities would seem denirable to achieve maximum reality in training.
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A by-product of the above could be the developmnt of man& to move laterally

from within one building to another. The customary features from reality, such

as fire walls and doors, could be simulated.

Another reco mendation stemming from observation and from data in the study

is the consideratior, of the effect of light cladding on both defensive and offen-

sive situations. The large amount of this material and its probable capability

to withstand light fire suggests that it could possibly be a significant factor

in MOBRA situations. Composites reflecting architectural and structural forms

currently in use could be simulate,! for training purposes. A related question

is the amount of rubble %which such material could create. Its use 1, a defensive

posture should be evaluated.

A final tactics recommendation concerns the avenues of approach to the city.

F ull consideration should be taken of the understanding gained thus far of the

nature of urban devoloplments at the city's periphery. The occurrence of urban
exclaves devoted to such features as housing tracts, industrial parks, and air-

ports can be quantified and placed into a tactics planning context. Ccoputer
simulation would allow for testing a wide variety of tactics and material.
Table-top models would serve a training purpose.

From these data the degree of difficulty presented by a fortified city to

an advancing army could be evaluated. It is wholly possible that radically

new tactics could result from analysis of these models. The core of the city,

for instance, night prove to be more vulnerable than the periphery.

The final general recomsendation is si-nly that studies of urban charac-
teristicx relative to military considerations are only preliminary and should

be continued and should be expanded both in number of cities studied and in
types of phenomena examined. They should also be trade more intensive. Given

enough of these studies with enough measurements, there would be scope for making

the kinds of generalizations which could be utilized with maximum effectiveness

in contingency military planning.
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